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1 Introduction
1.1 Background
In knowledge based competition patents are perceived as an instrument for protec-
tion. In the academic literature patents are pictured as a versatile tool for Research
and Development (R&D) support and strategy implementation. As R&D support
they represent a source of new information, an indicator for the innovativeness, an
acknowledgement for the researcher or a reason to invest more into a new inno-
vation. The strategic aspects of patenting are related with the creation of a more
suitable environment in a specific field of technology.
Several researches (Schankerman, 1998; Cohen et al., 2000) have contemplated
that many companies can not turn their patent portfolios into actual profit. The
granting process is expensive and it is often difficult to separate the actual benefits
achieved from a patent or patent portfolio. To make the situation even more diffi-
cult, the value of patents contains many uncertainties and it is strongly connected
with future development. Companies are usually advised to manage their portfo-
lios actively but in practice many companies leave their portfolios almost intact
(for instance Soininen, 2003).
The number of patents in the world has been growing steadily since the 1980’s.
Only in year 2005, more than 410 000 patents were applied into the US Patent
and Trademark Office (USPTO, 2006). Internationally operating companies have
nowadays more than 10 000 patents each and the number is still growing. Also
the expenses are growing to the limit where managers have to face the question of
how to shape up the existing portfolio.
Large portfolios contain potential for explicit cost-savings, because they include
substantial numbers of expensive objects. Therefore, why optimization can be
used to free resources. Unfortunately, optimization methods alone are seldom a
solution. It is also important to understand the world beneath.
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The number of patents creates restrictions in the selection or removal process. The
knowledge about a single patent gets lost in the portfolio and it becomes difficult
to create an undistorted overview of the whole portfolio. The manual evaluation
of patents and patent groups takes also a lot of time and effort. Computational
tools can help in some of the difficulties faced, but before creating actual tools
one needs to understand the underlying processes and constraints systematically.
This is the gap in scientific literature where the current study tries to find answers.
1.2 Research Problem
The main research problem can be stated as follows:
How should a large patent portfolio be systematically managed?
It can be divided into the next sub questions:
1. What are the main characteristics in the management of large patents port-
folio?
2. What kind of systematics should be used in the process of adding and dis-
carding patents?
3. How does the systematic approach work in practise?
The objective of this research is to build a model for the systematic computational
management process of large patent portfolios. In practise it means identifying
the systematics in the selection and evaluation process of patents in a large patent
portfolio. The approach is such that the different needs and constraints are trans-
lated into a model that a computer can understand. The model will be tested with a
practical case where an actual portfolio is trimmed. The practical case includes the
building of algorithms needed for the optimization process. Finally, the system-
atic approach will be evaluated and instructions will be given to improve current
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practises. The generalization of results to other portfolio decision problems will
also be discussed.
1.3 Scope of Current Research
The main emphasis of this research is the computational management of patents as
a portfolio. The questions concerned are business decision making choices and the
study does not cover questions like the exact valuation of a single patent or patent
portfolio. The patent portfolio at issue is expected to be quite coherent which
means that the patents are expected to be concentrated into a specific industry.
The use of patents depends on the industry and the viewpoint for this study is the
electronic and telecommunication industry.
Patent holders can be roughly divided into four different categories: independent
inventors, small new entrepreneurs, mid-sized companies and large companies,
who all use patents for different purposes. This study focuses only into the man-
agement of large patent portfolios. Patent portfolio management process is also
seen only as the management and evaluation of adding and removing patents. The
aspects of actual applying, dispose or patent litigation control are covered only in
the extent of their effect on the selection process.
The legal protection is not the same around the world. The annual fees as well as
protection depth for patents differs in some degree from country to country, which
sets the countries into different standings. This study does not discuss the specific
differences between countries.
1.4 Research Methods
In constructive researches, problems are solved through the construction of mod-
els and procedures. An essential part of them is binding the problem and its solu-
tion with accumulated theoretical knowledge. (Kasanen et al., 1993). In this study
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the essential problem is to systemize the adding and discarding patents in a large
patent portfolio. There is not much knowledge about existing practices so action
research is used for constructing concepts and procedures.
This study combines both qualitative and quantitative data. Eisenhardt (1989)
writes, that using both data types can be highly synergistic and that quantitative
evidence can indicate relationships which may not be salient to the researcher.
Besides, quantitative data can keep researchers being carried away by vivid, but
false, impressions in qualitative data whereas qualitative data are useful for find-
ing relationships revealed in the quantitative data or may suggest directly theory
which can be suggested by quantitative support.
Action research engages the researcher in an explicit program to develop new
solutions that alter existing practice and the test the feasibility and properties of the
innovation (Kaplan, 1998). According to Avison et al. (1999), it combines theory
and practice in an iterative process involving researchers and practitioners to act
together on a particular cycle of activities, including problem diagnosis, action
intervention, and reflective learning. The cycle has been illustrated in Figure 1.
DIAGNOSING
Identifying or defining 
a problem
SPECIFYING 
LEARNING
Identifying general 
findings
EVALUATING
Studying the 
consequences of 
an action
ACTION TAKING
Selecting a course 
of action                    
ACTION PLANNING
Considering alternative 
courses of action for 
solving a problem
Development 
of a client-
system 
infrastructure
Figure 1: Action Research Cycle (Susman and Evered, 1978)
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Action research receives its effectiveness partly from the immediately received
feedback and it is considered the most effective technique for technique develop-
ment or theory building. There exists also some critique towards action research,
because it contains the same problems as many social science studies: it can’t
be objective, because the researcher is actively taking part in what is researched.
(Westbrook, 1995).
In the development stage the concepts and practices are conducted step by step.
Between the steps, the intermediate results and emerged questions are discussed
with experts. These results and the opinions of the experts also affect the further
development of the systematic management process. Information is gathered from
qualitative sources, which include scientific literature and expert interviews as
well as quantitative information from analysis of the data. The different steps and
choices are explained to improve the reliability. The final achievements and their
validity will also be contemplated and additionally discussed with experts.
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1.5 Structure of this Report
The structure of this thesis is presented in Figure 2. The second chapter intro-
duces patents and some business logic behind using them. The patent system and
possible ways of valuation are also introduced. The third chapter sifts the ac-
tual portfolio which is helpful in defining more in specific what types of theories
and algorithms are needed for building the actual optimization tool. The fourth
chapter presents the mathematical and computational backgrounds used in the op-
timization and selection process. Several methods are discussed and evaluated in
the view of current study. The fifth chapter introduces the model of the selection
process and its constraints. The sixth chapter contains the implementation of the
optimization and calculation of the results. The results are also analyzed more
in detail. The seventh chapter includes the evaluation of both the model and the
study. The eighth chapter contains a brief summary of the concluded work and
presents conclusions, recommendations, and topics for further study.
Chapter 2: Patent Portfolio 
Management
Chapter 1: Introduction to the 
Research
Chapter 3: Introduction to the 
Patent Portfolio of the Case
Chapter 4: Patent Portfolio 
Selection Methods
Chapter 5: Optimization of the 
Portfolio
Chapter 6: Optimization in 
Practice
Chapter 7: Discussion
References
Appendices
What are the main 
characteristics in the 
management of large 
portfolios?
What kind of systematics 
should be used in the 
process of adding and 
discarding patents?
How does the systematic 
approach work in 
practise?
Chapter 8: Summary and 
Conclusions
Figure 2: Structure of this Report
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2 Patent Portfolio Management
The purpose of this chapter is to answer the question:
What are the main characteristics in management of patents?
Computers can be used for collection and systematic evaluation of information in
cases where the data load is too much for human perception. They can be good
tools for a manager, because they can be programmed to process large amounts
of data into a needed set of information. Computers do not replace humans in
decision making, because a machine never concludes anything that is not struc-
tured into its processes. Programs can still be a bid aid in supporting the decision
making process. The decision maker still needs to understand both the limits of
the computer and the world outside. Patent application and holding decisions are
based on expectations and predictions of future, which is dominated by uncer-
tainty. That uncertainty can’t be removed with any decision making tool. It is
rather important to understand what should be taken into account and what kind
of help can be contributed with a systematic approach. The purpose of this chapter
is to concentrate into the world outside the program and describe what kind of in-
strument patents are and what the decisions in the portfolio management processes
are based on.
2.1 Introduction to Patents
2.1.1 What Are Patents?
Intellectual properties are intangible assets that enjoy special legal recognition and
legal protection. Patents are part of the technology-related intellectual properties
and they can be divided into several categories including utility, process and de-
sign patents. (Reilly and Sweichs, 1998). Patents are counted into intellectual
property as well as trade secrets, copyrights and trademarks. Compared to for
instance copyrights, however, patents carry a stronger legal protection.
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US Patent office declares patents as the right to exclude others from making, using,
offering for sale, or selling the invention in United States. The definition of patent
varies a bit from country to country, but the main idea stays the same: the owner
of a patent gets the right to control the use of patented invention in exchange for
publishing its structure. The right of prohibition is usually granted for 20 years
under several conditions: the innovation must be new, non-obvious and something
concrete. Mere ideas or suggestions cannot be patented.
Three biggest reasons for patenting are prevention of copying, blocking and pre-
venting suits (Cohen et al., 2000). Mazzoleni and Nelson (1998) compose the dif-
ferent reasons for patenting being innovation motivation, inducement of develop-
ment and commercialization of inventions, disclosure of inventions and enabling
of orderly development of broad prospects. Patents also help to create barriers
for imitation of other competitors, but the use of patents depends heavily on the
industry. To be anything worth they need existing competitors. There is no third
party authority that would provide the overall supervision for infringements so
companies also have the obligation to control the possible infringements them-
selves. The value of patents is determined exactly only in order of the court, but
litigation is an extremely costly way to test patents. Therefore legal actions are
usually avoided.
Patents are used for different purposes depending of the company size and industry
in question. Small companies use patents in funding to get investors trust their
company. For large companies patents stand for a tool for maintaining the strategic
position in a competitive environment and they can have tens of thousands of
patents each. For instance, IBM owns currently over 40000 patents. However,
the number of patents does not necessarily reflect the income or absolute value of
possessed asset. The value of the portfolio seldom grows at the same rate as the
number of patents.
Appropriability describes the environmental conditions that define the ease of
replication and the efficacy of intellectual property rights as a barrier to imita-
tion. Patents are not the only way for protecting inventions. Cohen et al. (2000)
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found out that no industry relies exclusively on patents and instead of patenting,
secrecy and lead time are ranked comparably overall as the two most effective ap-
propriability mechanisms for product innovations. For new processes, patents are
even rated as the least effective mechanism of appropriation. Secrecy, lead time
and learning advantages are considered as more effective. For products patents
are considered as more effective than secrecy but lead time and learning activi-
ties are still considered as more effective. Patents are also seen more effective in
preventing duplication than securing royalty income. (Levin et al., 1987).
2.1.2 Patent System
The patent system can be understood from historical perspective. It was initially
created to improve the R&D incentives with information spread as well as pro-
tection of inventor’s rights. First patents were granted already in the 15th cen-
tury in Italy. Patent system itself is very old and the emphasis towards patents
has changed heavily especially during the latest decades. Several studies (Kor-
tum and Lerner, 1999; Hall and Ziedonis, 2001) state that the changes towards
stronger protection in legislation in the early 80’s and two major litigation cases
with enormous damage awards increased patenting tremendously. That resulted
into a lock-in situation in many industries, where existing patents can even hinder
the technical development. Even though patent portfolios have grown across ma-
jor industry players, a large number of products still trespass competitor’s patents.
The number of patent litigations has risen which again makes it more difficult to
make the choice to abandon patents from the portfolio.
Technological advantage is often an interactive, cumulative process, which leads
to the case where strong protection of individual achievements can slow down the
general advance of the industry (Levin et al., 1987). Another problem with patents
is that the patent system was not designed for the needs of knowledge-based
business. The information spread is much bigger than even a couple of decades
ago and many types of inventions like software patents create challenges. Semi-
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conductor manufacturing has become very complex and one single semiconduc-
tor product often embodies hundreds or even thousands of potentially patentable
products owned by suppliers, manufacturers in other industries, rivals, design
firms, or independent inventors (Hall and Ziedonis, 2001). Competitors infringe
each other’s patents and in that situation they get some security from their own
portfolio, because they can use the existing portfolio against possible complainants
by raising countersuits. The complexity issue is not solely a problem of the
semiconductor industry; it exists in electronics and telecommunication business
as well. Because of the increased product complexity it has also become more
difficult to prove possible infringements of an existing patent.
2.2 Portfolio Management
There exist several reasons for patents to be managed in a portfolio. There are
practical reasons for managing portfolios, because patents support each others in
possible infringement cases. In many uses – for example standardization – patents
are used as numbers and not individually. According to Lin et al. (2006) there are
two distinct ways to create synergy with a technology portfolio. One possibility
is to keep well-diversified technologies to exploit business opportunities of many
industries and the other possibility is to strategically focus on a small number of
technology fields.
2.2.1 Managing Patents as Portfolios
The application process of a patent is costly, complicated and it takes a long time.
The process is not described here, but for instance Shear and Kelley (2003) and
the PCT Applicant’s Guide (WIPO, 2007) describe the application process more
in detail. Here the basic assumption is that patents are added to the portfolio at the
time when they are applied. In the discarding process there are several different
options to choose from. Patents can be either be published, sold or just dropped
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out by leaving the renewal fee unpaid so that the patent expires.
Most decisions concerned with patents are exclusive; a patent attached to a stan-
dard cannot be used for differentiation or the other way round. The decisions are
made already in quite early stage and they cannot be changed later on. For the
basis of decision making it is important to consider which purpose creates most
value and how the decision affects the rest of the portfolio. Even individually
weak patents can have value as part of a large patent portfolio, because the portfo-
lio can be licensed as a block or it can serve to deter lawsuits (Parchomovsky and
Wagner, 2005).
Intangible assets are difficult to add up (Webber, 2000). Patents are also difficult,
because the value of the sum of two patents is not necessarily the same as the
value of two patents added up together. Patents cannot be consistently compared
with each other so that the comparison would be extensive. Length, which is the
time period when the exclusive right is valid, is the same for every patent, but
scope and breath are different to all patents. Breadth is referred to as the number
of competitors able to enter the market. With a broad patent only few entrants
are allowed while narrow patents allow many (Wright, 1999). Scope includes the
applications of the patented invention that are within protection and it is a factor
that is difficult to objectively compare among patents.
Patents always need existing competitors to be valuable. The actual value of patent
portfolio comes usually as a result from negotiations between patent holding and
patent using companies. In these negotiations the volume of the patents about a
certain technology is significant; one or two patents are usually not enough to get
the negotiations started. The negotiations can be for instance about the licensing or
cross licensing terms in which a set of patents can be set for use under a specified
amount of money. The value of a large portfolio comes in negotiations from two
sources. Most important part comes from finding several patents, which the ne-
gotiation company infringes. The rest of the portfolio creates the critical volume,
which poses another threat because the rest can contain additional infringements.
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2.2.2 Benefits from a Patent Portfolio
The patent portfolio brings a company more freedom to operate, licensing and
cross-licensing opportunities, as well as influence in the business environment.
In addition, a portfolio can create cost reductions and, especially in the US, it
can have a specific marketing value. Freedom to operate refers to the state in
which the company participating in product business is quite free of constraints
in making decisions of business and R&D. Licensing and cross-licensing revenue
comes from different standardization or co-operation among industry players. In
the process of standardization the patents are examined rather as a group than indi-
vidually. So the portfolio size of a specified technology matters when the division
of the income is negotiated among the companies participating in a standard.
There are several reasons and benefits for owning a patent portfolio. In some fields
of technology one needs to own several patents to get even the negotiations started
with the biggest patent owners. Hence an empty patent portfolio can impede the
entrance to a specific market. In for instance electronics and communications
sectors there are so many patents that almost every company infringes also its
competitor’s patents. This leads to the situation where the portfolio can also be
valuable when looking for rights infringements of competitors. It can also protect
the company from infringement suits from competitors by representing a threat of
a countersuit. When filing a countersuit the own patent portfolio looked through
for patents that current competitor injures and set them against the accused in-
fringements. After both companies have sued each other for patent infringements
they can start to negotiate about cross-licensing possibilities, because it is cheaper
than going to trial. (See e.g. Yamada, 2006).
Owning several patents increases the certainty that at least some patents are found
valid in trial. The validity of a patent is not tested until litigation comes upon.
If a patent is found invalid in court, its property right will be evaporated. This
is a tremendous loss, which comes to its price. Litigation processes are very
expensive, for instance the median cost of litigating a major patent case in the US
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is around US $4 million (Jaffe and Lerner, 2004). That’s why litigation processes
are quite rare. Only 1,5 % of the patents are ever litigated and only around 0,1 %
of patents go to actual trial (Lemley and Shapiro, 2005). On the average, around
50 % of patents stay valid in patent trials (Sherry and Teece, 2004), which means
that the risks of losing with only a single patent are too high.
With the validity chances of 50 % per patent, more patents help to generate a
bigger protection in case of trial. From there one could derive the probabilities that
at least some patents stay valid in the case of a trial. Derived from the common
laws of probability, the changes for at least one patent staying valid is P (n) =
1 − 0.5n, where 0.5 is the probability for one patent staying valid and n is the
number of patents. Figure 3 illustrates this effect, which could be defined as the
S-curve synergy effect of the patents. This also implicates that after a certain
number of patents, the marginal benefits of new patents decreases and last patents
do not bring much improvement to the validity of the patent portfolio.
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Figure 3: The synergies create an S-curve
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2.2.3 Patent Tactics
In the US the patent customs have become more complicated during the last
decades. Mainly patents are used for prevention of copying and blocking (Cohen
et al., 2000), but patents can also be used for strategy implementation. The objec-
tives of patents vary between the US and Europe. Soininen (2005) characterizes
the European patent utilization different to the US; in Europe patents are still seen
as legal tools rather than strategic assets. In Europe patents are also granted to
inventions of technical character whereas the concept of patenting is much wider
in the US containing also any new and useful processes (Koski, 2002).
Patent strategies are typically divided into three categories: defensive, offensive,
and transactional strategies (Soininen, 2004). With an offensive strategy company
is in the position, where it can fight off competitors by an active utilization of
patents. Figure 4 presents the different ways of offensive business tactics.
Figure 4: Different Patenting Tactics (Soininen, 2004)
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There are several different tactics that are used within patenting: regular patent-
ing, strategic patenting, patent blanketing, patent fencing and surrounding one
patent with others. In single and multiple patent cases the innovation is protected
with one or more patents. The patents don’t create a block and it is possible to
invent around the patents, even though it is more costly. This view can be criti-
cised, because there are studies advising the opposite. Patent protection generally
increases these imitation costs. To picture out the cost difference, according to
Gallini (1992), inventing around a patent costs about 25 - 40 % more than the
original invention in the chemical industry. A study of 48 product innovations
concluded that imitation was on average around 65 % of the costs of original and
the innovation time was on average 75 % of the original when competitor has not
patented its innovation. About 60 % of patented inventions were imitated within
4 years. (Mansfield et al., 1981). Patents also do not have much of an impact on
the delay of entry. For around half of the patented innovations firms stated that
patents had delayed the entry of imitators by less than a few months (Mansfield
et al., 1981).
In strategic patenting a single patent contains large blocking power and it becomes
very costly to invent around the patent. The patent is also core in a specific field
of technology. In patent blanketing there is uncertainty about patent scope and/or
there are many potential R&D directions which are replied by creating a minefield
of patents. With a patent fence patents are used for blocking certain directions of
R&D. With surrounding the patent blocks are created for preventing the commer-
cial use of a central patent of a competitor. It usually covers different applications
of a basic invention and the tactic is much used among Japanese companies.
With defensive strategies the goal of patenting is to ensure the freedom to operate
and to avoid patent infringement claims. Patents are not considered as one of
the key resources of the organization. Transactional strategies include the patents
as status elements, signs of innovativeness. Patents are then to ensure possible
investors or co-operating partners and the height of the patent stack is examined
rather than substance of the patents. (Soininen, 2004).
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The companies can also be divided according to their IPR ownership. Flythström
(2006) presents a framework (Figure 5) for dividing the companies into sharks,
minnows, targets and glass houses depending on their IPR strength and product
business strength. It is a classification of different players in telecommunication
markets and it describes the emphasis on patents in the product business.
IPR Strength
Product 
business 
strength
Target
- free rider in context of 
product business
- technologically rely on 
the inventions of others
Glass house
- product companies
- very vulnerable to IPR attacks
- often drive standardation activities
Minnow
- influence technology selection 
within industry
- potential to develop significant 
market powers
Shark
- referred as patent trolls
- not much own product business 
vulnerable to royalty payments to 
others
- extract licencing revenues from 
patents
High
HighLow
Low
Figure 5: Framework for Dividing Companies According to their Positioning
(Flythström, 2006)
Patent trolls are companies that gain their revenue based on the explosion of
patents. They do not have any product business on their own. These compa-
nies buy their patents from bankrupt’s estates and then use them for litigation and
licensing purposes.
There are also other kinds of actions in patenting. Patent mining is referred to
as actions in which the company tries to exploit the patents in a way where it
asserts them aggressively against possible infringing firms. Submarine patents
are called ones for which the granting process is purposely delayed until existing
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competitors are already using the specific technology at the grant date. After
granting the competitors are either sued or asked to pay fees for using the patent
in their products. Another reason for prolonging the application period is to keep
the invention secret as long as necessary for the industry to mature on the basis of
the technology (Soininen, 2005).
2.2.4 Constraints of Patenting
Constraints of patenting are expenses and the amount of inventions. Additionally,
there could be shortage in know-how in smaller companies. In practice there is
seldom lack of inventions, because companies have usually more patentable ideas
than money for patenting. In the study of Mansfield et al. (1981) the companies
patented around 70 % of their innovations.
The biggest constraints for patenting are the costs of patent application and hold-
ing. The most expensive part of patenting is the application process, which can
take several years. The PCT application process of a patent costs around US
$ 13 500, which includes the international preliminary examination (Schmoch,
1999). The patent has to be granted for each country separately, which also in-
creases the costs of the process when the company operates on global scale. Addi-
tionally, there can be litigation costs in case where a competitor complains about
the applied scope infringing its own inventions. During the application process
there is no guarantee that the patent will fulfill the planned needs. Industry life
cycles might be so short that the patent is already outdated at the granting date.
After the grant patent owner needs to pay a periodical fee to keep the patent valid.
The fee is relatively small compared to the costs of application process. Never-
theless, around half of the patents are abandoned before the age of ten, probably
because they have not reached their predetermined goals. The private value is also
reflected radically into the renewal rates. Lanjouw (1998) describes that the pri-
vate value of a computer patent discarded at the age of four is worth almost three
times as much and the value of a another patent discarded at the age of 20 is worth
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over 26 times as much as a patent dropped at the age of three.
Many studies (see e.g. Scherer, 1965; Schankerman and Pakes, 1986; Pakes, 1986;
Scherer and Harhoff, 2000) have proposed that the distributed value of patents
seems to be lognormal skew. Figure 6 is an example of a mapping a logarithmic
skew distribution.
Value
Number of patents
Figure 6: Log-normal Distribution of Value
The distribution of value reflects that in a large group of patents only few patents
are of great value while the tail of distribution consists of almost worthless patents.
The value of patents depends also of the industry. In some industries patents
are almost of no use, but for instance in the electronic, telecommunication, or
pharmaceutical industries patents are commonly utilized. Schankerman (1998)
suggests that there are sharp differences between technology groups and that the
main patent using industries could be roughly divided into two. Pharmaceutical
and chemical patents have value distributions that could be characterized by rela-
tively low mean and dispersion with slow rates of depreciation. Mechanicals and
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electronics on the other hand have distributions that could be characterized with a
higher mean value, greater dispersion, and faster depreciation.
2.2.5 Standards and Licensing
An industry standard consists of a specified set of technologies adopted by an
industry group in order to create compatibility among products (Feldman et al.,
2000). Standards help to create interoperability between different technologies
and they also help the distribution of the revenue between the patent owning com-
panies.
Standards provide a common framework for a specific technology. Additionally,
the standardizing companies do not have to cross-license all their patents sepa-
rately to the firms using the standard. In standardization companies also agree of
licensing fees and revenues for using the standard. For individual patents accepted
into a standard it provides a certain value and constant income from licensing fees.
It also means a certain safety for the patents value during the aging process. On
the other hand the possibility of high income of a special patent is lost when the
patent is appended into a standard. The standardization principles include often
the FRAND terms - fair, reasonable, and non discriminatory - which means that
the standard should be available for all companies for a feasible price. This kind
of income does not necessarily last the whole life span of the patent. A standard
can become obsolete and then all the patents of that standard loose their value.
Standards can be classified depending on the process of their creation. These two
classes are de jure and de facto standards. De facto standards are determined by
markets and de jure standards are created with an official decision making. For
instance the GSM standard is essentially a de jure standard (Bekkers et al., 2002).
In industrial sectors such as electrical, information and communication technolo-
gies, patents are usually licensed to other companies rather than exclusively ex-
ploited by the inventor (Yamada, 2006). In cross-licensing the company makes
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one-on-one contracts with the licensing companies. The amount of licensing fees
or revenue is defined by the proportion of the essential patents in a standard and the
business exposure of the licensing company. Additionally, there exists aggregate
reasonable terms (ART) that define the royalty rate of the standard. In practise it
means that the user of a standard has to pay a certain percentage (defined as the
ART level) of its revenue to the owners of a patent. It has been suggested that
under FRAND, the income should be divided according to the principles of pro-
portionality of the essential patents to the patent owning companies (Frain, 2006).
In Figure 7 the payment rates are defined between companies A and C as follows:
Figure 7: Cross-licensing Patents
The highlighted area in Figure 7 describes the payments flow between the compa-
nies A and C. Pat refers to the proportion of patents of a company and Biz refers to
the size of business. If PatA·BizC is bigger than PatC ·BizA company C has to
pay the difference to company A. When it is the other way round company A has
to pay to company C. In case where PatA·BizC − PatC ·BizA is equal to zero,
the two companies and both players do not have to pay anything to each others
and the level of aggregate reasonable terms does not matter. The ART level comes
in question in the bargaining with the other companies that want to use standard
in their businesses. Investments in the standard can then be affected by the need
to keep the certain balance between the companies.
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In telecommunications sector licensing is an important source of revenue for
patents. When a patent is included into a standard, licensing is the only way
to make business with it. It is also possible to license out patents, which don not
belong to a standard. Licensing revenue is also quite easy to link to a particular
patent. Incentives to license patents are the hope of reaping economic benefits in
the short term and strategic value of exerting an influence on market trends and
maintaining competitiveness in the long term (Yamada, 2006).
In knowledge management, the value can be extracted from several sources: 1) it
can be disembodied transfer inside the firm (internal technology transfer and uti-
lization), 2) disembodied external transfer or 3) bundled sale of technology, which
means that the knowledge is embodied in an item or device. The main objectives
for licensing are efficient commercialization, technology exchange, market en-
hancement and royalty generation. (Teece, 2000). Licensing decisions depend
much on the competitive advantage created by the patents, the expected returns
from the innovation of access, control of critical complementary assets and the
amount of risks involved in commercialization of the patented invention. Pitkethly
(2001) presents an interesting framework that combines the different actions with
the appropriability and strategy aspects and it can be viewed in Figure 8.
Teece (2000) defines appropriability being a function both of the ease of repli-
cation and the efficacy of intellectual property rights as a barrier to imitation.
Important factors influencing licensing decisions include the technical and com-
petitive advantage of the innovation, the appropriability determined by the legal
framework and possibilities to control the critical complementary assets, relative
risk in commercialisation in-house compared to outsiders, costs and revenues with
licensing as well as learning opportunities available to licensees. The greater the
competitive advantage conferred, the greater the incentive is to preserve and ex-
ploit the assets in-house. As strategic appropriability increases, there is an in-
creasing incentive to internalise the commercialization. Also the risk management
in-house compared to outside impacts on the decisions whether to license or not.
(Pitkethly, 2001).
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Figure 8: Framework about licensing incentives (Pitkethly, 2001)
Licensing strategies can also be divided in two groups depending on time when
the patent is licensed. In ex-post licensing the superior technology is licensed after
a potential licensee develops a substitute technology whereas in ex-ante licensing
the technology is licensed before a potential rival develops an imitation technology
(Shapiro, 1985). In cross-licensing there are also typically two different types of
licensing contracts. The right to license can be obtained through a fixed fee or
royalty that is paid depending on the amount of produced goods. The fixed fee
can usually be for the next five year period or the rest of the life cycle of the
patent. The income of the fixed fee licensing does not change along the goods
sold. Both types of contracts carry uncertainty with themselves and depending of
the case the uncertainty is divided between the companies. With a fixed fee, the
licensee gains in case where it can sell more items than expected but it also carries
the risks when sales do not turn out as expected. With a royalty rate directed to
each sold items the revenue licensor is affected highly by the actual realization of
the estimates.
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The licensing decisions of other companies influence many decisions in patent
portfolio management. It is quite natural that the expected growth of the mar-
ket and the amount of still unlicensed players has an influence on the portfolio
building incentives. It can also work the other way round. When all players have
licensed the specific set of patents, there exists no reason to keep the patents valid,
because all possible revenue has already been gained. In the creation of future
scenario with licensing revenue, one should pay attention to the growth of the
market and the amount of still unlicensed players.
How do the standardizing incentives matter in the patenting actions, then? In the
creation of standard the number of patents in the standardized technology does
matter. Every company counts the number of their essential patents contributing
into the standard, and it has an impact on the division rates in which the royalties
are divided between the companies. The ART level and proportion of the essential
patents define the incomes of each patenting firm. When the standard is created
it will be frozen in some point, which means that the final decision is made about
patents attached to the standard. This leads to the situation that no more new
patents are attached to the standard unless there a new version of the standard is
created later on. Then of course, patents outside the standard are of little value.
2.2.6 Patent Valuation
In scientific literature patent portfolios are advised to be managed actively but in-
formation about the reasoning behind the actual management operations is rare.
There are common advises about linking patents to company’s strategy or goals,
but these operations usually lack concrete actions. There are also few suggestions
on which attributes are important in comparing patents against each other. Addi-
tionally, the scientific literature lacks proposals on what grounds patents should be
discarded from a portfolio. These are all important questions when analyzing the
patent portfolio for discarding or adding purposes. This section studies the com-
mon patent valuation methods, because understanding what creates actual value
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could also lead to attributes and other understanding that could be valuable in the
implementation of selection methods.
Even though patents are one of the most concrete types of intangible assets, they
are difficult to valuate. There are many uncertainties within the patented invention,
which relate to the future predictions and the patent as a legal document. There
exists also a division between future linked uncertainties: Some patents are based
or relate to existing technologies, and they contain fewer uncertainties than those
that belong to a completely new technology.
The value of the patent can be divided into two different kinds: private and cor-
porate value. Every patent has its own private value. Private value represents the
incremental returns generated by holding a patent on the invention (Schankerman,
1998). Corporate value on the other hand comes from the patent portfolio as a
whole and its value derives from negotiations, which can be for instance about
licensing or standardization.
The value of a patent can increase, decrease or even loose their value overnight.
Patents are not especially valuable before they are granted because the granting
process includes uncertainties itself. The value of the patent doesn’t increase in
the patenting process, but it can decrease, for instance when the scope of the
patent is narrowed down by the patent officer. When the patent is finally granted
the value depends on the granted scope and breadth of the patent. What comes to
the possibilities of a patent loosing its value overnight it can happen for instance
when competing technologies overtake the market or court decides that the patent
is not valid.
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As intangible assets also patents have a certain life expectation which can be
looked with different aspects. These include:
1. Economic life: when a fair rate of return can be provided
2. Functional life: time in which the intangible can continue to perform
3. Legal or statutory life
4. Contractual life
5. Judicial life, resulting from a court rule
6. Physical life
7. Analytical life
These factors all affect the expected life span of the patent. (Reilly and Sweichs,
1998).
There are many different techniques that have been developed for valuation of
intangible assets. These include for instance EVA, Tobin Q and different scoring
frameworks. Exact estimates about the value on an intangible asset are rare. An-
driessen (2004) lists different valuation methods for intangible assets. Some of the
methods could also be used in the valuation of patents and they are presented in
Table 1. The table also includes some methods of valuation found in other sources
of scientific literature.
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Table 1: Different valuation methods (Andriessen, 2004)
Method of 
 valuation 
Short description Evaluation of method 
Citation weighted 
patents 
The value of portfolio is linked with the 
amount of citations 
Citations are a disputed 
characteristic of patent and the 
link between citation and value 
is quite artificial. Additionally, 
the number of citations has 
increased dramatically because 
of fear of possible litigation. 
EVA Economic Value Added Not been initially created for 
valuation of intangible resources 
and there is still much 
discussion about its suitability. 
Options 
approach 
Patents are evaluated with the same methods 
than stocks and options, for instance the Black 
and Scholes method 
Patents are more difficult to 
valuate like stocks because they 
lack market transactions. 
Skandia navigator A scoring method in which scores are put into 
financial results, customer, human and process 
focuses as well as renewal and development 
focus 
The framework doesn’t take 
causal connections very well 
into notice. 
Tobin’s Q The ratio between the market value of an asset 
and its replacement cost 
The market price is difficult to 
estimate for patents because 
they are not traded as stocks. 
Valuation 
approach 
Intellectual properties are valuated based on 
three approaches: market, cost and income, 
which can be used individually or communally. 
The cost approach is based on economic 
principles of substitution and price 
equilibrium, market approach is based on the 
economic principles of competition and 
equilibrium and the income approach is based 
on the economic principle of anticipation. 
Cost is not always a good 
indicator of value. For market 
approach data is needed on 
similar transactions. Income 
approach requires many 
assumptions about on income 
projection, funneling and 
allocation as well as useful life 
estimation and income 
capitalization. 
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Even though these methods could be used for the valuation they do not include
actual characteristics that could be used in the selection process of patents. Never-
theless, there exist so few methods for the actual valuation of patents so that also
these methods could be useful.
Andriessen (2004) also defines an interesting set of characteristic tests to recog-
nize core competences which could be used in the evaluation of patentable ideas.
It could be used for interesting inventions before the deciding whether to patent or
not. The attributes include added value, competitiveness, potential, sustainability,
and robustness. The modified framework contains following questions:
• Added value: Does the patent provide added value to customers?
• Competitiveness: Is the patent competitive with competitors’ patents?
• Potential: How much potential does the patent have creation of new prod-
ucts?
• Sustainability: How difficult is it to imitate or invent around the patent?
• Robustness: How big is the risk that the patent loses too soon?
These are all factors that could be used for the evaluation basis also later on. In ad-
dition to these characteristics one should pay attention to the existing competition
and possibilities of controlling and recognizing infringements.
2.2.7 Uncertainties Linked with Patent Value
Patents carry along many uncertainties. Legal uncertainties contain the uncertain-
ties about the scope of the patent and the legal validity in case of litigation. One
reason for legal uncertainties results from the granting process itself because the
patent system is loaded with patent applications. Most of the patents become al-
most worthless, so it is not economical to spend ages into the exploration of the
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patented invention and patent filing in the applying company. There is not much
time for one particular patent during its granting in the patent office either.
Technological uncertainties of patent come from the underlying technology of the
patent. It is not clear whether the filed technology is one that will be actually
used. It can be already old when it is granted or there might come superior or
more advanced technologies. There might also be two competing technologies in
which there is no certainty which one will dominate when the actual patents are
granted.
Market uncertainties relate with the economic aspects of the patent. Some in-
ventions are too expensive to use from the start on and due to that they remain
unnoticed. Others lack the efficient commercialization or marketing. The market
power and product life cycle lengths are also difficult estimate when the invention
still is in the design phase.
Additional uncertainties come from the timely perspective. During the application
process many occurrences can happen in the outside world that affects the interest
towards applied patent. It is always difficult to predict the future and for example
the choices other competitors will end up. Also short industry life cycles can
become problematic.
2.3 Chapter Conclusions
In this chapter patents were introduced as tools for protection of innovations.
Patents contain the power of exclusion and that is why they need existing com-
petitors to be worthy. The constraints of large patent portfolios are costs, which
are high. The application process is very costly and in addition fees must be paid
regularly to keep the patent valid. The patent system is old and it has difficulties
to cope with challenges of today. The number of owned patents has risen and
the number of litigations has grown. Many industries have become so complex
that almost everyone infringes each other’s patents, which on the other hand in-
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creases the incentives to keep large patent portfolios for protections, even though
it is costly.
In the optimization process it is relevant to keep the portfolio versatile so that
it meets the different needs. The main objectives to keep a large patent portfo-
lio are freedom to operate, licensing and cross-licensing opportunities, as well
as influence in the business environment. The portfolio needs to cover patents
for standardization and differentiation purposes. The actual value of the patents
comes from negotiations between the different players. A patent portfolio needs
a specific volume of patents for getting the negotiations started. When looking
at the patent portfolio attributes, the most interesting characteristics are age and
some estimate of the value of the patent. An estimation linking the uncertain-
ties with patents would also be an interesting attribute, because it could provide
information on the stability of the value.
This study concentrates mainly to the standard-related patents. Therefore, the
principles of standardization and licensing were presented. These include the
main value creation, licensing practices as well as a framework on licensing in-
centives.
The literature study of valuation methods for patents did not bring new character-
istics for the optimization process. Patent valuation is difficult and there are very
few methods that could be suited for the actual valuation. Many estimates can
be given, though. It is easier to evaluate the ones which apply to existing tech-
nologies while the ones concerning a new technique are the most difficult ones.
The estimations include also many uncertainties including legal, technological
and market uncertainties that affect highly to the value and revenue of the patent.
These uncertainties could be taken into notice with a scoring system, but the exact
estimates are difficult to create.
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3 Introduction to the Case Portfolio
The purpose of this chapter is to introduce briefly the particular portfolio and its
constraints. The portfolio size of the current case is large, so it is profitable to
consider a systematic approach to the adding and discarding issues. If it were a
small portfolio, it would not need so much effort. This chapter concentrates on the
actual patent portfolio that needs to be optimized, because it is important in the
design stage to understand what kinds of constraints exist. First, the background
information on the case is briefly described and then this chapter concentrates
on the contents of the portfolio and the principles of how patents are compared
against each other.
3.1 Background of the Case
Nokia is one of the world’s leading manufacturers of mobile phones. The telecom-
munication sector has been growing rapidly during the last two decades. Koski
(2002) writes that intangible assets have an essential role in the industry, because
the success is increasingly based on non-physical assets and intensified compe-
tition has changed the business environment dramatically. Also the number of
patents in OECD countries has increased 430 % even in years 1993 to 1998. This
has lead to a situation where many global players including Nokia have large
patent portfolios which could be optimized so that they do not create large costs.
The size of the sample under study is around 11 000 patents. The objectives for
holding them are to respond to the diversified need with reasonable cost. The port-
folio includes patents for differentiation, standardization as well as for influence
in business environment. Differentiation patents are needed patents to separate
Nokia’s products from its competitors. Standardization patents are part of differ-
ent technical standards and they create revenue from licensing fees. Influence in
business environment can be explained on basis that Nokia is such a big player
in its field so it can influence the coming development of the telecommunications
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industry. The patents that are used for influence in business environment don’t
create much revenue but they affect the coming trends to be more prospective for
Nokia.
Patents are compared against each other on the same grounds. The objectives
of the portfolio are to respond to the different needs of future with minimized
expenses. The main constraints of the portfolio are the expenses and they have
grown too big. That’s why it is justified to do some selection in the existing
portfolio. The size of the portfolio creates also computational constraints, which
must be taken in notice in the algorithm design.
3.2 Patent Portfolio at Hand
3.2.1 Existing Data
In the computational management process it is relevant to pay attention to the
existing set of information, because they create the initial basis for the algorithms
to be built. It is also difficult to add new attributes to the comparison, because
creating them would require too much time and effort. That does not mean that
it is not possible to create recommendations about the existing attributes. New
characteristics can be added in the course of time, but for current study it means
that the focus is in the data that already exists. The patent data consists of the set
of information for every patent, described in Table 2:
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Table 2: Existing data elements
Project Number of the patent family 
Nokia Class Name of the patent family 
Status Current status which indicates in which of the application stages current 
patent is  
Rating Estimated value of the patent 
Country The country or group of countries for which the patent has been applied 
for 
Priority date The first application date of the patent family 
Application date The application date that defines the age of the patent 
Grant date The grant date 
Nokia Class Technology class 
CPA Defines what the purpose of the patent is, possibilities: standard, 
implementation or influence in business environment 
Priority year The year of application 
Grant year The year of granting 
Annual costs The estimated costs of the patent 
 
3.2.2 Value Estimates for Patents
Three most important fields of the data (Table 2) are the rating, age of the patent
and annual costs. Additionally, the studied data can be divided based on the coun-
try, purpose and the status of the patent. Rating is an estimate for potential value
which is based on expert opinions. It is based on an evaluation process where
different sources of potential value are considered and concluded into a number
from one to five. The value estimate beneath the rating is expected to grow ex-
ponentially so that the value grows as the Figure 9 describes. The cost field can
be used with the profitability measurements. Age field describes the time counted
from the grant date and it indicates how much uncertainty there exists in the value
assumption of the patents. New patent contains much more uncertainty than old
patents which are more stable.
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Figure 9: Distribution of value
The rating includes uncertainties linked with value. Every rating is based on a
value tree analysis of the patent’s value. There is not endlessly time for the ex-
amination so it is not totally certain that the rating of a patent is totally correct.
Additionally, young patents have more variation in their estimates, because they
are new and the technology might not yet be used. Hence, they have a bigger
potential to evolve to more valuable patents. So there is a certain probability that
a patent can have either higher or lower rating. This probability distribution is
illustrated in Figure 10 for the rating four.
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Figure 10: The uncertainty included in rating 4
Because the age of the patent affects highly to the uncertainty of the patents esti-
mated value and rating, the density distribution is built up so that the age groups
are divided into four categories: 0 - 2, 2 - 6, 6 - 12, and 12 - 20 years. These
all have different rating probability distributions. To illustrate how the age affects
the estimations, young patents have a broader probability distribution while the
old patents are the most certain to stay with the specified rating. The first two
years of a patents life span is spent in the application process and there are many
uncertainties of for instance the scope of the patent. At the age of six the purpose
of the patent has to be defined and at the age of twelve the last fee comes due
in the US and one needs to consider the use and potential of the soon expiring
patent. The last payment is also bigger than the previous ones, because it contains
the years to the expiry of the patent. To simplify the concept of rating this study
uses them as probabilities that describe the patents potential to become essential
in the next ten years. These probabilities are defined in Table 3 and they are based
on the discussions in the meetings. The numbers are not exact. They follow the
main assumptions that higher ratings are more valuable than low ones and young
patents contain more uncertainty, but there are no existing statistics or trends on
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which they would be based on. They are referenced as the value of the patent
and they are created just for testing the existing assumptions and optimization in
current study. They will also be discussed more deeply in Section 6.
Table 3: Estimates for probability to become essential
Rating/age 0-2 2-6 6-12 12-20
1 11 6 3 1
2 22 12 6 4
3 31 21 15 13
4 59 72 78 82
5 80 90 95 97
No patent gets the score 100 because of the uncertainty embodied in the value.
These values have been designed for current exercise and using them in other
connections is not advisable. The implemented probabilities are pictured in Figure
11, which shows how the age and value and value correlate with each other.
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Figure 11: Distribution of age and value
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Figure 11 shows how private value correlates with the age of the patents. It can be
seen that the development of value is divided roughly into two: patents which con-
tain a high rating become even more valuable when they age, because uncertainty
of patent’s value decreases. On the other hand, the patents with a low rating loose
value when their age increases. There are also only few such patents with over the
age of ten, probably, because most of them have been discarded because of their
low rating. From the picture can be seen also that in case where patents are dis-
carded just based on their low expected value, young patents are not the first ones
to be discarded. That is good, because it is important to preserve young patents,
because they keep up the value of the portfolio in the future. Patents can of course
be dropped with a young age, but that is due to some feedback or decreased value
in the application process.
The expected probabilities for patents developing themselves into essential patents
are assumed to take place during a ten year period. This means that they are the
probabilities that patents become essential in the next ten years. These probabili-
ties are then allocated for the next ten periods so that the probability grows linearly
to its peek. After ten years the probability stays the same for the rest of the years
of a patents life span. This division is demonstrated in Figure 12. It is also the
probability of which the revenue of the scenarios for each patent is counted from.
Figure 12: Probability development estimations
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3.2.3 Brief Analysis of the Portfolio
The data consists of patents from various countries, but the actual optimization
is done for patents applied and granted in the US. The emphasis in the analysis
is in the granted patents, because the discarding of applied patents is assumed to
be done separately and depending on the application process. The set of patents
is divided into five different technology groups and the amounts vary quite much
depending of the group. Figure 13 describes the distribution of value for a specific
set of patents selected for the optimization process.
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Figure 13: Distribution of estimated value
This set is only a part of the whole portfolio selected for current optimization case.
The value described is a representation by the probabilities of becoming essential
introduced in Table 3. Figure 13 does not look so badly like lognormal skew.
There can be many reasons for that observation. Firstly, if the patent portfolio is
managed actively the number of patents with little value can be smaller than the
industry average. This also describes just the score indicating value of patents
which is not linked with the profitability or other benefits created by the patents.
Standard patents also differ a bit from regular patents. Because of the standard,
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the highest peaks of value of certain patents are cut off. On the other hand more
patents create some revenue value than would probably without the patents.
Another thing to be considered is the division of patents into technology classes.
Some classes contain only a few patents while others contain much more. Because
of the synergy effects, all technology classes should include at least a certain num-
ber of patents. This characteristics sets the technology groups into different posi-
tions where it some groups do not have any patents to be discarded while others
have more possibilities.
The distributions shows that there are not so many patents should be discarded
from the portfolio just because of the score, but this score is not yet linked with
any profitability functions of the patents, so the distribution can be misleading.
One still needs an existing link between the patent’s value score and the actual
profitability. This link is created from the business development estimates, which
are divided to the patents on the basis of the value score.
The examined portfolio consists of one particular technology group which is di-
vided into smaller subgroups. The number of contents varies quite much from
subgroup to subgroup being a number between three and sixty. There could be
limitations that a certain number should be included into one subgroup, but in this
case there is no need for such constraints. The option for having such constraints
is still important for it could be used in the level of decision making of technology
groups.
The studied set of data consists of all granted US standardization patents. When
looking at the development of different ratings (See Figure 14), the previous pic-
ture shows that there are no special trends that could be identified from the existing
data. This makes the validation of the assumed percentages for different ratings
more difficult, because there are not enough patents that would support anything.
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Figure 14: Age distribution
3.3 Decisions about the Portfolio
3.3.1 Overall Decisions about Adding or Discarding Patents
There are several sources of value that can be gained from a patent portfolio.
These include freedom to operate, licensing and cross-licensing opportunities, as
well as influence in business environment. In this study the optimization is about
the optimizing of licensing and cross-licensing revenue and making choices about
discarding patents or investing into the portfolio. With licensing the essential
patents create revenue from payments of licensing companies. Additionally, value
can be gained through cost savings in royalty fees. With licensing revenue and cost
reductions the patents actually defend their existence. The other sources of value
are more complex to distribute among the patents. This study concentrates mainly
on the patents used in standards and Figure 15 the determinants of value or value
potential in that case.
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Figure 15: Influencers of decisions about patent portfolio
Here the licensing arrangements define how much potential there still is to gain
value through licensing contracts from the market. The dashed lines implicate de-
cisions that can affect positive or negative depending on the case. In other cases
the sign indicates how the growing of the previous factor affects the following
factor. ART represents the proportion that needs to be paid for using the standard.
The created income rate and current existing portfolio define the management de-
cisions made to maximize the benefits gained from the portfolio. The value or
value potential defines the rates of further investment or other actions to the port-
folio. The value or value potential is influenced by the size of unlicensed market.
That can be estimated from the scenarios of market size and the estimations of
how the market is divided between the different players. From the different com-
panies can be stated whether they have already paid for the specific license or not
and they can be divided into ones that already have paid the license and the un-
licensed market. The unlicensed market is interesting, because it has an impact
on the value that still can be gained from the portfolio. The companies that have
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already paid for using the license do not have to pay anything anymore for using
the standard.
The value or value potential defines how much interest there is to invest into a
certain standard. What comes to the income of one specific company there are
two major influencers. The proportion of the owned essential patents from the
standard defines the portion that the company gets from the revenue created by
the standard. The ART level again defines the overall proportion that is needed
to be paid for the standard. It can be a certain percentage of the price of the final
product. When these to proportions are multiplied by the assumptions of the still
unlicensed market the company can estimate its own revenue and make decision
about discarding or investing into patents of that particular standard.
3.3.2 Dividing the Business Estimates to Individual Patents
The value of the patents can also be examined from another perspective. The value
of the portfolio derives from business estimates. To divide these estimates down to
the patent level, the patents are grouped according to their technology into a set of
technology groups first. These technology groups are linked with different busi-
nesses which have value estimations of the future. One technology can be used
in many different businesses and one business can contain various technologies.
These links could be described with a matrix that includes businesses as rows and
technologies as columns. These interconnections are described in Table 4. These
connections are not particularly the ones used in this study; they just illustrate the
links between technology groups and businesses.
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Table 4: Dividing value to technology groups
Technology
group 1
Technology
group2
Technology
group 3
Technology
group 4
Business 1 0.3 0.7
Business 2 0.6 0.4
Business 3 1
Business 4 0.2 0.8
Business 5 0.5 0.2 0.3
The value estimates are added up column wise to get estimates that respond to the
actual advantages of the different technology groups. In this example the estimates
for technology group one are derived from the estimates of business group one and
five. These scenarios for technology groups are then used to define the number of
patents to be kept or added into a specific technology group.
The value of patents is not distributed evenly by patent numbers in the technology
groups. There exists a synergy effect that was described with an S-curve in the
previous chapter. Moreover, patents have different value estimates described by
the rating and the proportion derived from the rating and the age. The matter is
dealt in a way that the estimates of the technology groups are allocated to the
patents by the proportion of the potentiality of a patent. That means that the
proportion of the whole estimate is the patent proportion of becoming an essential
patent divided by the sum of the proportions. The synergy effect is quite easy
to handle that way, because when there are only few patents in one technology
group the proportion of one patent is much bigger than in the groups with lots of
patents. That means that lower rated patents in small technology groups justify
their existence because there are so few patents in the group in total. Another
approach take the synergy effect into notice would be to use different kinds of
safety limits as constraints for each technology group.
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3.4 Chapter Conclusions
This chapter introduced the patent portfolio in question, because it helps to un-
derstand the relevant issues in analysing and optimization process. The awareness
of the contents helps also to eliminate some choices for the optimization. The
portfolio included the need for cost efficiency which leads here to the question
of which patents should be discarded from portfolio. For managerial purposes it
would be also interesting to know to which technology groups patents should be
added to for taking the use of synergy effect.
When looking the patents from the portfolio perspective, one should recognize
that age of the patent is relevant, because young patents contain uncertainty about
the coming value and old patents are going face the expiry in the near future. In the
existing there was also an indicator of the estimated value of the patent represented
as the rating of the patent. It was based on an expert opinion. Rating included
some uncertainty itself and the logic behind that uncertainty was looked through.
Additionally, the probability of the patent to become essential was introduced and
analysed briefly.
The chapter also included an analysis of the structure of the portfolio. Because
the probability of a patent becoming essential was very important part of current
study, the distribution of it was taken into a closer look. Additionally, the distribu-
tion of patent ages was examined to understand the main profile of the portfolio.
The value created by the portfolio could also be examined from wider perspec-
tive. The chapter introduced the main influencers to the expected value or value
potential of the portfolio. The clarification of principles of how estimated value
was divided up to individual patent groups was also explained, because it is the
link how larger scale estimations can be transferred into the level of patent groups,
which are here mainly under study.
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4 Portfolio Selection Methods
The following two chapters answer to the question:
How should patents be added to or discarded from a portfolio?
Every patent is unique in some sense, but for the evaluation of a large portfolio
a certain set of comparison principles need to be made. The attributes for the se-
lection process for the portfolio were already discussed in the previous chapter.
This chapter concentrates into the logic used inside the program. It covers the
mathematical background and some methods for the selection process. Computa-
tional challenges of the approaches are also evaluated for finding suitable ways to
solve the optimization. Computational algorithms are usually compared against
each other based on two measures: the needed time and space consumption. First,
the links between mathematics and current problem as well as computational chal-
lenges will be briefly discussed. Finally, a couple of methods are introduced which
can helpful in the design of the optimization process.
4.1 Basics of Algorithms
Algorithm is defined according to Cormen et al. (1997) as any well-defined com-
putational procedure that takes some value, or set of values, as input and proce-
dures some value, or set of values, as output. It is thus a sequence of computational
steps that transform the input into the output. An algorithm is said to be correct
if it halts with the correct output for every input instance. Incorrect algorithms
might not halt at all or they might produce a less desired answer. The running
time of an algorithm on a particular input is the number of primitive operations or
"steps" executed where the step is a constant amount of time required to execute
each line of pseudocode.
Algorithms can be compared against each other with different measures. The
most important of these include the ability to find the most optimal point and
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time and space consumption. It is also important to understand whether there is a
possibility that an algorithm never completes its runs. Like there are differences
with algorithms there are also differences in problems. Some are easier to be
solved while others may not have an unambiguous answer or solving the answer
is not possible in reasonable set of time. For instance the combinatorial problems
can turn out difficult to solve when there does not exist a specific algorithm for
the problem.
The goodness of an algorithm depends also from its use. Some places are more
sensitive for little variations in the answer or they might not contain so much com-
putation power. The initial set can also be so large that even small modifications
can take much time to compute. In this case the number of patents is still quite
small compared to the computation power that normal computers make it possible
these days. Therefore the computational power should not hinder unless the prob-
lem is computationally hard, like for instance the needed time or space is growing
in exponential rates with regards of the size of the initial set.
To understand the issue of complexity, the usual measure of computation time
is defined here. The asymptotic upper bounds are usually described by the O-
notation: For a given function g(n), O(g(n)) is denoted by the following set of
functions:
O(g(n)) = {f(n): There exist positive constants c and n0 such that
0 ≤ f(n) ≤ cg(n) for all n ≥ n0}
O-notation means that the studied function stays within a constant factor inO(g(n)).
(Cormen et al., 1997). It gives an order of magnitude of how much time algo-
rithms take, which is compared to different magnitude classes that are commonly
acknowledged.
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4.2 Bayesian Networks for Patent Rating Dynamics
Bayesian networks were developed in an attempt to devise a computational model
of human reasoning Pearl (1986). Bayesian probabilities are conditional probabil-
ities in which the probability depends on the current state of the object. Bayesian
networks consist of a set of these probabilities and they contain information on
how the evolving of the object depends on current state. In this study the prob-
ability network would provide information on how patent ratings develop with
regards of its age and rating.
Bayesian statistical conclusions about a parameter are made in term of proba-
bility statements (Hörmann et al., 2004). In developing the criteria for deci-
sions under risk, it is assumed that the probability distributions are known or
can be secured. In this respect, these probabilities are referred as prior proba-
bilities, P{θi}. Sometimes it is also possible to perform an experiment on the
system under study and, depending on the outcomes of the experiment, modify
the prior probabilities reflect the availability of new information about the sys-
tem, and these are known as the posterior probabilities, P{θi|zj}. (Taha, 1992).
The posterior probabilities are calculated from the prior probabilities P{θi} and
conditional probabilities P{zj|θi} using the Bayes’ Theorem which states that
P{θi|zj} = P{θi,zj}P{zj} . The probabilities for the outcomes can be calculated then
with the formula P{zj} = ∑mi=1 P{zj|θi}.
One drawback of the Bayesian approach is the fact that posterior distributions
are in general non-standard distributions (Hörmann et al., 2004). Even though
Bayesian networks would be the mathematically correct way to approach the
question of how patent ratings evolve, defining the posterior distribution is also
difficult in current study. One of the main problems is that the number of states
is so large, that it is computationally hard to produce and use. The existing set
of data is also quite scarce and lacks history information so that the probabilities
would also be difficult to justify with the existing data. Hence, a more simplified
approach is needed and it is described in Section 5.
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4.3 Combinatorial Models
Combinatorics is a mathematical branch that studies collections of objects in fi-
nite sets that satisfy a specified set of constraints. Combinatorial problems include
for instance sorting, searching, and selection problems as well as different com-
binations and permutations. Patent management can be seen as a combinatorial
problem, because in the management process several patents are chosen to be ei-
ther discarded from or added to a portfolio. Patent selection problems can be seen
as making combinations from a given set so that the given goals are met as well
as possible with respect to given constraints.
The difficulty in making combinations is that as the domain increases the needed
time and space can grow up even in exponential rates if the solution is searched
only with brute force. This is also relevant in the selection process of the current
portfolio, because it becomes computationally hard to just try out all the different
combinations in a sample of over 10 000 patents. Additionally, in this empirical
case the number of selected patents is also prone to changes, which increases the
number of trials even more.
The theory of combinatorics usually deals with quite small numbers of objects
which are solved with their own separately designed algorithms. For patent port-
folio selection a closely defined problem couldn’t be found that would include the
same type of constraints. Trying about billions and billions different alternatives
with out brute force for each question setting would also be too much. Because
of that, the solving of the selection problem needs such an approach that all dif-
ferent combinations need not to be checked. One prospect for that would be to
create separate groups so that the number of combinations to be checked stays in
a small scale. Another possibility would be to provide such an inner logic, which
restricts the number of needed combinations or makes the creation of the feasible
combinations more simplified.
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4.4 Multiple Criteria Decision Making
4.4.1 Introduction to Multiple Criteria Decision Making
Multiple criteria decision making is usually optimization of a decision maker’s
problem in which multiple objectives exist. Usually the decision maker has only
one target to be optimized, like for instance the profitability. Sometimes the influ-
ence of many different factors into one target can not be directly estimated, and
then the problem is formulated as a multiple criteria decision problem. The na-
ture of the problem can also be such that there are no unambiguous attributes that
need to be optimized. Then the question turns to multiple criteria decision making
problem. To these problems there is seldom only a single answer to be found, but
rather a set of feasible answers.
A multiple criteria decision model consists of goals and criteria. Goals describe
the decision maker’s needs and the purpose of the optimization process is to reach
the goals as close as possible. Constraints are called temporarily fixed require-
ments that cannot be violated in a given problem formulation. They divide all
possible solutions into two categories: feasible and infeasible. (Zeleny, 1982). In
this research the goals of the optimization are the minimization of costs and the
maximizing of the value of portfolio.
The multicriteria evaluation function can be defined as f :A → Rq where q ≥ 2
for a proper multicriteria evaluation function. If q = 1 is considered a special
case of MCDM problem, because it is an ordinary scalar optimization problem
which simplifies the analysis. Each function fk:A → R with fk(a) = zk,
k ∈ {1, . . . , q}, a ∈ A is called a criterion or attribute. (Hanne, 2001, p 1).
Constraints come from the different safety levels for each technology group and
the need of having both young and old patents. Also a minimal number of patents
could be defined for each technology group. Formally, they could be written as: maxf1, where f1 describes the value of portfoliominf2, where f2 describes the costs of portfolio
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so that bx−c ≥ 0, where the minimal number of patents would exceed a specified
limit.
Linear multiple criteria decision making models can be written as an optimization
model into matrix form and solved with numerical linear algebra. Numerical lin-
ear algebra is dealing with large systems for linear equations. The constraints are
expected to be linear to help the solving process. Still the computations for large
matrices can be quite tough and need lots of time even with the efficient machines.
With large systems the complexity is an issue. For a continuous problem the max-
imum amount of variables is around 106, whereas for already 100 variables can
become troublesome for discrete problems. The round-off errors have to also be
thought of, because in matrix iterations the errors tend to accumulate, which can
lead to the situation where the result from the iteration can lie far from the correct
one.
In the optimization of the portfolio the initial set is around 11 000, which is quite
much for the computations. If the computation time creates an obstacle the origi-
nal set could be divided into separate groups which again could be optimized one
at a time. Still there exists an even a trickier problem which are the constraints of
the portfolio. The patents created synergies in a way that it is beneficial to have at
least five patents of a specific field. The synergies create an S-curve (See Chapter
2, Figure 3) based on the winning probabilities in litigation. For a small set of
optimized objects, synergies could be reflected with value thresholds which grow
when a specified amount of patents is exceeded but for this problem too many
value thresholds would be needed.
The problem with the S-curve is the lacking additivivity, which is assumed to be
one of the basic assumptions of constraints of linear programming. It is possi-
ble to construct the S-curve using linear matrix constraints with value thresholds.
They simplify the system quite much, but they make it feasible for linear problem
solving. As side-effects the use of thresholds is still troublesome, because they
make the calculations much heavier. Together with the size of the portfolio they
create a problem, which is almost impossible to bypass, because the algorithms
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would take too much time. Therefore a different approaches are needed.
4.4.2 Robust Portfolio Modeling
Robust portfolio modelling (RPM) has been developed to help in situations where
selection decisions need to be made based on multiple attributes and multiple
objectives. RPM extends the principles of preference programming and it is de-
veloped in the Systems Analysis Laboratory of the Helsinki University of Tech-
nology.
The algorithm presented by Liesiö et al. (2007a) bases its computations on a core
index of non-dominated portfolios, and divides them into three categories: ones to
be kept, ones to be discarded and ones that need further study. It takes incomplete
information about criterion weights and project-specific performance levels. The
extension of the paper (Liesiö et al., 2007b) includes also incomplete information
about costs and varying budget levels into the optimization process. For current
problem of portfolio selection the algorithm is even a bit too sophisticated: it in-
cludes the option that one patent can be part in several groups. That characteristic
is not really needed in the current optimization, but because of it, the compu-
tational time grows exponentially with the number of optimized objects. With
over 1000 patents the completion of the program takes too long. Another diffi-
culty for the optimization are the nonlinear constraints that represent synergies
between patents. Thus other, more simplified methods could be more suitable for
the needed optimization.
4.5 Stochastic Approaches
Stochastic algorithms have been developed for global optimization problems in
the 20th century. The advantage with these is that they are quite efficient what
comes to computational time. With a result close to optimal they present an inter-
esting possibility for the optimization heuristics. One important issue with global
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optimization problems is landing into local optima. The next two algorithms fight
this problem with probabilistic changes of state. These are not the only proba-
bilistic algorithms that exist, but they present an interesting view compared to the
traditional subgradient and other optimization methods.
4.5.1 Simulated Annealing
The annealing algorithms are meant for global optimization problems. The an-
nealing algorithms are based on a controlled reducing of magnitudes of random
perturbations in Monte Carlo fashion. The purpose of annealing is the enhanced
likelihood of avoiding local minima en route to a global minimum. Random-
ness of the algorithm helps to prevent the premature convergence by adding more
jumps to the algorithm. Annealing algorithms are divided into the group of simu-
lated annealing algorithms and ones that are based on principles of stochastic ap-
proximation. Stochastic approximations have different gain conditions for global
convergence than the traditional simulated annealing algorithm. (Spall, 2003).
The simulated annealing refers to the use of Metropolis simulation technique in
conjunction with an annealing schedule of declining temperatures. The annealing
contains the Metropolis algorithm in its inner loop. (Johnson et al., 1989). The
algorithm escapes it local minima with the randomized procedure, which allows
occasional uphill moves (Goffe et al., 1994).
The algorithm looks as follows (source: Johnson et al. 1989):
Initialization : Get an initial solution S and an initial temperature T > 0
Loop : While not yet frozen
Pick a random neighbour S’ of S
Count the difference 4 = cost(S’) - cost(S)
If 4 < 0, set S = S’ (downhill move)
If 4 > 0, set S = S’ with probability e−4/T (uphill move)
Set T = rT (reduce temperature)
Return S
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Simulated annealing algorithms are good in situations where traditional optimiza-
tion algorithms fail to converge in a reasonable set of time (see e.g. Corana et al.,
1987; Goffe et al., 1994; Johnson et al., 1989). They also require less stringent
assumptions regarding the optimized function (Goffe et al., 1994), which makes
it an interesting choice for current study.
4.5.2 Genetic and Evolutionary Algorithms
Genetic algorithms (GA) are the most popular methods of evolutionary algo-
rithms. They are mainly used for searching and optimization purposes, because
they are good for otherwise hardly solvable problems. They do not require the
continuity of the target function. The solution is also not the absolutely best one
but rather an answer that is good enough. GAs are used for instance in some
heuristic solutions for the classical traveling salesman problem. According to
Spall (2003) genetic algorithms are roughly based on the principles of natural
evolution and survival of the fittest. The difference to other algorithms and GA
is that GAs work with a population of possible solutions to the problem. GAs
work when multiple candidate solutions are iterated towards the minimization of
the problem.
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The stages of the algorithm are the following:
• Initialization of the population: The initial population size and values are
selected and the elements are encoded suitable for the algorithm to operate.
• Parent selection: A predefined number of parents are selected in a way that
only the fittest survive.
• Crossover: The crossover will be carried out for the selected parents for a
randomly chosen splice points with a probability Pc.
• Replacement and mutation: The set of discarded parents are replaced with
the offspring generated with crossover. In addition the individual bits are
mutated with a probability Pm. With evolutionary algorithms the mutation
is a small change of the mutated parent.
• Fitness and end test: The fitness values of the original problem are com-
puted for the new population. These values are compared to the stopping
criterion and additionally, the number of iterations will be tested. If no stop-
ping criteria are met, the algorithm is continued by selecting new parents.
After the initialization the next stages are repeated until an answer good enough
is found or number of iterations is exceeded.
Evolutionary algorithms can also be used as solvers for multiple criteria decision
making. They resemble genetic algorithms quite much but there are also some
differences between the two. According to Hanne (2001), the main strategies of
mutation, selection and crossover are quite the same but genetic algorithms are
based on bitstrings while evolution algorithms apply vectors of real numbers or
floating point numbers. Because of that, the selection process also differs a bit for
evolutionary algorithms.
Genetic and evolutionary algorithms are quite efficient for finding a good solution,
but there exists also some criticism. One of the main problems of applying genetic
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algorithms lies in finding a suitable representation of the problem (Hanne, 2001).
In this case this issue can create actual difficulties because patents are not neces-
sarily easy to translate as bitstrings. Maybe they could be used in a way where the
existence of a certain patent is marked as one in a string, but still the applying of
the basic methods is quite troublesome. Therefore simulated annealing and other
methods for MDCM look like more promising options.
4.6 Chapter Conclusions
This chapter introduced basic mathematics behind the selection logic. These in-
cluded the concepts of combinatorics, multiple criteria decision making as well as
several methods usually used in the optimization process. The chapter also intro-
duced the concepts how algorithms can be compared against each other. One of
the main measures, computation time, was introduced and explained.
Current patent selection problem can be seen as a combinatorial problem. Hence,
the main characteristics and problematics of combinatorial problems were intro-
duced. Combinatorial problems can be difficult because the time and space needed
for the solution can grow in even exponential rates when the domain increases.
The optimization problem can also be written as a multicriteria decision problem.
What makes the problem hard to solve with traditional optimization methods is
that some of the constraints are not linear. That leads to the situation where the
main problem needs to either be simplified or some heuristics will be created.
One option for the method could be the probabilistic approaches such as genetic
algorithms or simulated annealing methods. These can not provide the absolutely
optimal answer in a reasonable period of time but they can provide answers that
are good enough in the sense of the question posing.
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5 Optimization of the Portfolio
This chapter introduces the actual optimization procedure and reasoning behind it.
It presents the main concepts and the logic behind the organization and optimiza-
tion process. The technology groups are assumed to consist of patents that are
related closely enough. The technology groups are also assumed to be separate
and there are no linkages between the patents in different groups. The division of
the patents into separate technology groups makes the optimization much easier.
That helps also to avoid combinatorial issues and decreases the need for stochas-
tic approaches. The synergy effects are also taken care of, because the value is
divided between patents proportionally, so patents in small technology groups get
larger proportions.
5.1 Model for Portfolio Optimization
5.1.1 Main idea
The main idea is to divide the data based on countries and technology groups.
Additionally, the patents are also divided between standardization and differenti-
ation patents based on the usage of patents. Primarily, the patents from the US are
evaluated. After their optimization one can think about extending the optimization
also to patents from other countries. The process is described briefly in Figure 16.
Figure 16: Model for portfolio optimization
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The steps of the process go as follows:
• In the data gathering stage information is gathered about the patents and
the scenarios, on based of which the algorithm can be used. Some sorts of
estimates of patents values are needed. Additionally, data for creation of the
business prospects are needed. They can be for each technology group, for
instance.
• In initialization of the algorithm the data will be divided into the separate
patent groups. The groupings can be based on interconnections or some
sort of classification. The division can be based for instance on technolog-
ical grounds or linkages to a specific innovation or purpose of use. The
business scenarios are created for each group separately and additionally,
the proportions of how the value is divided between the different patents are
calculated.
• In the running stage the profitability of the patent is evaluated for the periods
of the scenario. When calculating the proportion of value in a certain patent
in a scenario, the value is divided between the patents in proportion of their
goodness. The evaluation of the periods starts from the last period and
continues to the first. Every period is checked through and the patents,
which value does not exceed their costs are put into the list of discarded
patents. The checking of each scenario continues until a patent comes upon
that is not needed to be discarded. The patents after that do not need to be
tested anymore, because they are better than the previously tested patents.
• The last stage is about further analysis on the selected patents. The algo-
rithm can not explore the patents in detail so the selected patents are needed
to be checked separately. This still helps the discarding process, because
the algorithm leaves the maturity of patents out of the further analysis.
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The goal of the optimization is to maximize the net present value of the portfolio.
Mathematically, the main optimization can be formulated as follows:
max z(pi) =
∑n
i=0
(∑pi
j=1 [vij/(
∑n
i=0 vij)· essPatessPattot · bizScenj − cvij]/(1 + r)j
)
,
0 ≤ pi ≤ periods,
where the used attributes are described in Table 5.
Attribute Represents
v the value that indicates the possibilities for the patent
to become an essential patent for a standard
essPat the number of essential patents owned by the com-
pany and essentialPatentstot represents the number
of the patents in the whole standard. The factor is
the proportion of patents owned by the company of
all patents in a standard
bizScenj the estimated business potential for current period
c the costs of the patent in a certain period
r the discount factor
i the number of the patent
j the index of the period before discarding the patent
pi the number of periods patent i is kept
periods the number of periods in total
Table 5: Attributes of the formula
The main issue is to recognize which patents are taken into the portfolio and how
long each patent is kept valid. The keeping of each patent can be done separately,
which makes the actual optimization a lot easier.
5.1.2 Global Optimum
The global optimum is in this case the discarding strategy where the net present
value of the portfolio is the highest. The surface to be optimized behaves quite
smoothly, which makes the optimization process easy. The global optimum can
be defined as follows:
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∃ discarding strategy (a1, a2, · · · , an), ai are discarding periods for patent i, ai ∈
ℵ, ai ≤ periods, so that f(a1, a2, · · · , an) ≥ (b1, b2, · · · , bn),∀ discarding strate-
gies (b1, b2, · · · , bn), bi ∈ ℵ, bi ≤ periods
It means that there exists a point that is superior or at least equal to all the other
points in the surface, which means that the number of periods for each patents is
at least zero and at most the number of periods.
5.1.3 Constraints
Essential constraints for the optimization process remain budget constraints which
define the amount of patents to be kept or discarded. There are also lowest limits
to the number of patents that should be included in each technology group. This
could be defined as:
countni=0(pij) ≥ t(j), pij > j,
where count counts the number of kept patents in period j and t(j) is the lowest
amount of patents allowed for period j. Then the synergy effect would be taken
into notice quite easily when the technology group estimates are divided according
to the value proportions to the patents and there is no need to keep the non-linear
constraint in the optimization process.
Another constraint is also that when a patent is discarded from a certain period,
it cannot exist in the periods later on. That’s why in these cases the created value
and its costs are compared to in all the following periods, and based on that the
decision of putting the patent into the list of discarded patents is made.
5.1.4 Organization and Comparison between Patents
Every patent has a specific value, which is counted based on their age and rat-
ing. Additionally, every patent has a periodical fee. To compare the utility against
costs, the next payment and period are taken into consideration. The value is pre-
sumed to stay the same each year. With that assumption the net present value is
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discounted over the next period of time that is provided with the next fee. Addi-
tionally, the next costs are also discounted into current time and the discounted
value is divided by the discounted costs. Mathematically, the comparison index
can be formulated as follows:
index(i) =
∑pi
j=1 [
vij∑n
i=0
vij
· essPat
essPattot
·bizScenj
(1+r)t
/
cvij
(1+r)t2
], where
r is the discount rate (presumed to be in this case 15% )
t and t2 are the time, they are different because the period of one payment can
cover several years whereas the value is discounted for each year separately.
c are the costs (periodical fee)
v is the value estimate for the patent becoming essential in ten years n is the
number of patents in total in the technology group essPat
essPattot
is the proportion of
current company owning from all the essential patents in the standard.
The discount rate depends on risk factors of the investment. 15 % is quite a com-
mon rate. For instance the required rate of return is around 10 - 25 % (Leppiniemi
and Puttonen, 2002). Based on the index, the patents can be organized in the basis
of profitability.
5.2 Algorithm for Portfolio Optimization
5.2.1 Core of the Algorithm in Pseudocode
Every technology group is organized based on the utility of patent against value.
Technology groups also have some value estimates of the development of the
future. With this information the groups are optimized one technology at a time.
For each scenario the amount of discarded patents at particular times are counted.
This is done by starting from the timely end of each scenario and optimizing the
amount of patents in each time span starting from the last period. When a patent
is discarded in a certain period, it does not exit anymore in the periods later on. In
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this algorithm patents are kept always when the value is bigger than the costs. It
can also easily be translated into a form where a certain income is required from
the investments.
The algorithm goes as follows in pseudocode:
initialize table keptPatents : each scenario contains all patents
initialize patentProportions
do from lastPatent to firstPatent
period = patent.lastPeriod
initialize patentTotalValue
do while (period ≥ 0)
periodStart = countPeriodStart
periodLength = countPeriodLength
periodCosts = getPeriodCosts
initialize periodValue
for(periodLength)
periodValue += proportion · estimate / (1 + discount)period
endFor
patentTotalvalue += periodValue - periodCosts
if(patentTotalvalue < 0)
discardingPeriod[patent] = periodStart
endIf
endWhile
endDo
The algorithm resembles the greedy algorithm (see e.g. Cormen et al., 1997) with
small modifications. The difference is that current algorithm checks the set the
number of periods and that there is also the constraint that demands that if one
patent is discarded in one period, it cannot exist anymore in the following periods.
The greedy algorithm consumes O(n log n + nf(n)) time, where f(n) describes
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time needed in the checking. The greedy algorithm has also been proved to pro-
vide the optimal subset (see e.g. Cormen et al., 1997).
5.2.2 Analysis of Algorithm
In this section the algorithm will be studied briefly with the methods of algorithm
analysis. First, the ability to find the global optimum will be explained briefly,
then the needed time and space will be analyzed.
The algorithm does find its global optimum. It processes every patent one at a time
and looks for its optimum. The biggest constraint is that once a patent is discarded,
it cannot exist in following periods. The evaluation of the discarding period is
quite easy with the calculations of net present value of the profits created by the
patent. Because each patent is a separate object with no internal linkages, the
global optimum consists of a strategy where all the patents are treated optimally.
The division into separate groups and the ordering of each group simplify the
whole optimization so no heuristic approaches are needed.
Because there are limited number of periods and patents, the algorithm ends in fi-
nite time. What comes to the complexity of the algorithm, the consumed time and
space can be calculated as follows for one scenario with p periods and t patents.
There exist three loops in the algorithm. The first loop goes through all the patents
and the next two loops go through the periods of the scenario. These two loops
depend on each other, because the first loop tells on how many periods the whole
time span is divided into and the latter loop counts of how many years exist in
one period. The needed time for a single operation is presumed to be one to get
understanding about the complexity of the algorithm.
n+ n+
∑n
1 {2 +
∑c
1 [4 +
∑p/c
1 (1) + 2]}
= 2n+
∑n
1 {2 +
∑c
1 [6 + p/c]}
= 2n+ n(2 + 6c+ p)
= 4n+ 6cn+ np
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∼ O(p· t), where
n is the number of patents
p is the number of years in the estimate
c is the number of different payment periods. It is smaller than p and the number
of different age periods is in current study four, because the payments need to be
paid on years 0, 4, 8 and 12 from the grant date of the patent.
5.2.3 Defining the Minimum Requirements for Keeping a Patent
It is quite difficult to create an overview of the minimun requirements for patents
just based on the list of discarded patents. This issue could be approached so that
the algorithm would present the value (probability for patent becoming essential,
presented in Table 3 on page 35) which is the boundary for which a patent will
be kept in the portfolio for financial reasons. The attained threshold tracked back-
wards in the Table 3 and get the minimal conditions for new patents, which could
help deciding whether or not to invest into new patents.
In practice the search for the minimum requirements can be easily programmed
as a binary search which looks for the minimum value of the keeping of a patent
with different initial probabilities. The binary search can be for instance found
in Cormen et al. (1997). In this case the domain would be the probabilities from
1 to 100 which could be searched through for instance with binary search. It
would start from the middle of domain and then bisect the range depending on
the results the algorithm gives until it reaches the minimum requirements for a
patent to be kept. The computational constraints would not be a problem, because
binary search is a remarkably efficient algorithm for searching in a sorted array
and it consumes computation time in the magnitude of O(log2n) (Levitin, 2003).
Combined with the evaluation algorithm the complexity of the search would then
be O(log2n· p· t), which is still feasible.
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5.3 Chapter Conclusions
Optimization of complicated combinatorics can become computationally hard if
the main problematics have not been properly planned. In this study the initial
complexity has been decreased by dividing the data into several main classes,
which do not have connections between them. This leads to the situation where
every class can be optimized individually, which decreases the whole complexity
substantially.
This chapter introduced the basic assumptions and algorithms behind the opti-
mization process. The main model and its factors was presented in Figure 16
(page 55). It included four stages, which were the data gathering, algorithm ini-
tialization, algorithm run and the further analysis of the list of discarded patents.
The main problem was also defined mathematically and the main constraints and
reaching the global optimum were discussed.
The substance of the optimization algorithm was presented in pseudocode. In the
optimization algorithm discarding of the patents was done periodically so that the
utilities of the patents were maximized. Section 5.2.2 also calculated the com-
plexity of the algorithm. Additinally, some thoughts were given for understanding
the sensitivity of the outcome from the estimated probabilities (See Section 3.2.2).
It introduced the principles of how the threshold for keeping a patent was defined.
That measure could also be used to detect the parts of the portfolio that needed
new patents most.
6 Patent Portfolio Optimization in Practice
The following two chapters discuss the question:
How does the systematic approach work in practise?
The purpose of this chapter is to study how the practical optimization process
works. Some mathematical assumptions needed for the actual optimization are
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introduced. The previously introduced portfolio will be firstly studied more in
detail. After that the algorithm will be implemented and finally the results will be
reported and evaluated.
6.1 Need for Management
There exists a need to evaluate different patent portfolios systematically, taking
also the technological strategy aspect, incomplete information and dynamical sys-
tem into consideration. The selection process should pay attention to the compu-
tational aspects such as the need for existing numbers and also that the amount of
patents can create some limitations for the optimization process, like claims for
the simplification for the model. The computations should picture out the num-
ber of how many patents should be discarded so that the portfolio would be more
efficient. Attention should also be paid to the form of representation of derived
results.
The budget constraints are flexible depending on the income and other benefits
created by the patents. The budget level can be changed in case of specific reasons
like when the patents could create more income than expected. The costs are also
uncertain. When the patents are granted there falls due a fixed fee, but in the
application process there can for instance arise claims about the invention to be
patented.
One important option would be to create such an overview on the patent groups
and highlight those groups which need more patents. More investments can be
needed even if some patents are discarded from a technology group. That is be-
cause when the poorest patents are discarded and the new investments are for new,
better patents.
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6.2 Preparations for the Optimization
6.2.1 Assumptions
Before the data can be analyzed, a couple of assumptions are needed. These
include assumptions about the private value of the patent as well as presumptions
of the development of patents’ value over time. The figures of this section are
only educated estimates so relocating them to other environments can be difficult
and lead to unwanted results. The effect of them will be discussed and analyzed
more in specific later on.
Patents from different technology groups can be compared against each other
based on their value in technology group and value of technology group. For
each technology group, the high, base and low estimates are counted as a column
sum that multiplies the proportion of a technology group in a business division
with the future scenarios of that particular business division. The column sum
is also multiplied by the proportion of essential patents owned by the company.
If the business divisions are assumed to be separate, so that the development in
one division does not affect the development in other divisions the expected future
scenario can be calculated from the base scenarios. Additionally, some boundaries
for these estimates can be calculated from the low and high future scenarios.
6.2.2 Scenario Building
For each technology group the business prospects are counted down to particular
estimates. Also the proportions of patents becoming essential are counted together
in one technology group, because they describe how the value of the technology
group is created. With the help of both the estimates as well as the private value
of patents the optimal prospects of keeping the patents are evaluated. With the
help of the estimates the value of patents in different technology groups can be
compared against each other. Also the difference of the number of patents to be
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kept can be set against each other and that way information can be obtained on
how the number of patents behaves depending of the future scenario.
When considering how the expected value and variance can be calculated from
a combination of separate distributions (X and Y), following rules for expected
value and variance hold:
E{X + Y } = E{X}+ E{Y }
E{X·Y } = E{X}·E{Y }
V ar{X + Y } = V ar{X}+ V ar{Y }
The first rule is valid in all cases, even if the distributions are not separate. In this
case the scenarios of different business cases are built in a way that there exist
different interdependencies between the estimates. The expected values are still
quite the same, but the existing trust into limits for variance are lost. The range
still represents some information on the limits to which the expected development
can lead to.
Formally, the estimates could be defined as slowbi , s
base
bi and s
high
bi , where i = 1 . . . ,
n, n = number of business divisions, the estimates would be for the technology
groups , and , where j = 1 . . . m, m being the number of technology groups,
being the proportion of technology group j in business division i and ptjbeing the
share of essential patents in technology group j of the whole world. Then the
estimates for technology group j would be counted the following way: sbasetj =
ptj
∑
i=0:n(s
base
bi · pbitj)
The estimates for low and high scenarios could be calculated the same way and
they represent the boundaries for the estimates. These scenarios are then divided
to the patents based on their proportions of becoming essential patents.
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6.2.3 Current Scenario
The estimates for market growth (Figure 17) are given for the whole set of stan-
dardization US patents. There are three different estimates, where high stands for
the optimistic view of the market. The base estimate is the expected rates of mar-
ket growth. The low estimate is a pessimistic view of how the markets develop
during the examined period. The growth is starting with a delay and it is much
smaller than in the other scenarios. These estimates are created as a holistic view
of experts and they are used to test the created algorithms. The estimates have
been created to suit the technology group under study.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
Years
Va
lu
e
Base Estimate
High Estimate
Low Estimate
Base Scenario
High Scenario
Low Scenario
Figure 17: Scenario estimates
In this case the income created from the patents is expected to come from licensing
actions. The scenarios are linked with future where they describe development
the value of the unlicensed potential. The estimates and scenarios can change
when other companies license the standard, because after a payment for using
the patents the potential value decreases. After licensing the patents to all other
companies there is no reason to keep the patents valid unless it is presumable that
new entrants will join the market in the near future.
The scenarios for the value potential have been created from the market estimates
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by calculating the differential in growth of the estimates. They peak at the time
when the market growth is the highest and after that they decline again. The
reason for the decline of value potential is the forthcoming maturity stage of that
industry where there are only few companies starting the business with the need
to license.
6.3 Tool in Action
6.3.1 Program
The program has been programmed with the program language Java and version
5.0. The main methods can be found in the Appendix A. Running the algorithm
does not take much time and results are created instantly. The program is a very
early type of a prototype and it does not contain an actual interface. That means
that the wanted changes need to be written directly into the code, which is not very
handy. That way the main program stayed quite small and it was quick to make
new modifications into the code when needed. This suited for the study quite well,
because it was possible to test different approaches quite easily.
The patent data format is an Excel-file which contains information about the
patents introduced in the Chapter 3. That data is then copied into a plain text
file, which the program reads. The data is already processed into tables so it does
not need to be cleaned for the evaluation and optimization process.
6.3.2 Optimization Results
The algorithm returns a list of kept patents in each period for the tested scenario.
Additionally, it provides a list of the discarded patents, which includes information
about when the patents are actually discarded. The results of current discarding
strategy can be seen in Figure 18.
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Figure 18: Discarding strategies
There are many ways to interpret the results of the scenario analysis. One option
is to examine the results of the worst and best case and analyze then the sensitiv-
ity of the results. Different scenarios can be weighted and the actual discarding
strategy can be produced based on them. Miranda and Proenca (1998) present
a measure that combines the fitting of all scenarios into one actual strategy. In
this case the biggest interest lies in the overall amount of discarded patent and a
list of discarded patents, which can be bigger than the actual need. This is be-
cause the patents are further examined and the decision about discarding patents
is concluded later on.
With the initial set of scenarios, the results show that there are almost no patents
to be discarded in the high scenario. The decreasing overall number is a result of
maturing patents. In the base scenario there are two patents that could be discarded
and in the worst case there are more, 22 patents in total. This still is quite an
interesting set, because it could be studied further on to define whether or not the
patents should be discarded. This set of patents is listed in Table 6.
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Patent 
Number
Patent 
Rating
Patent 
Age
Discarding 
Period 
(years form 
now)
2XX01 5S 11.35455 0
7XX94 5S 11.89439 0
1XX62 5S 10.59565 1
2XX95 5S 11.18754 0
1XX59 5S 10.68332 1
1XX02 2S 10.56003 1
1XX81 2S 8.308093 3
1XX01 2S 10.13823 1
7XX95 2S 9.039599 2
2XX68 2S 7.138229 0
1XX59 2S 9.077956 2
1XX15 2S 9.538115 2
1XX17 2S 7.203983 0
2XX38 2S 7.23138 0
2XX52 2S 7.757408 0
1XX31 1S 8.447704 3
3XX74 1S 6.469622 1
1XX08 1S 7.124531 0
7XX35 1S 9.538115 2
1XX01 1S 8.02864 3
1XX01 1S 9.425787 2
1XX45 1S 8.598389 3
Table 6: Table of patents to be explored more deeply
The discarded patents are almost all of quite the same small rating and old age with
a few exceptions. The coloured lines describe the patents that would be discarded
also in the base scenario. The decisions are not radical, but in a case with larger
set of patents, systematization in the selection is needed. It is quite natural, that
the weakest patents are discarded first, but additionally to the existing model, there
could be constraints about the minimum number of patents in a certain technology
group. Putting the patents to some order manually is not a very efficient way to
manage the strategy of discarding patents. It can be also difficult to keep up the
information about when the patents are discarded, which is easy to see using the
program. The decision maker is mostly interested about the patents that need
to be discarded almost instantly. The decisions about patents being kept can be
considered later with the help of updated estimates.
The program can also discard patents with a high rating in case when the patents
are old, like the first lines in the list. That kind of actions are justified in a case
when it takes some time in the scenario before any or almost no revenue is created
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from the portfolio. In that case the patent can expire before it has created enough
revenue to cover the costs.
The algorithm does not directly describe what kind of patents should be added
into the portfolio. Of course, patents with higher ratings are preferred when keep-
ing and adding patents. The program can still be used in two ways for adding
purposes. Firstly, it can provide an overview on the existing technology groups,
which helps to discover the sectors which need more patents to be valuable. Ad-
ditionally, the same approach can describe how many patents exist during each
period. That leads to finding the fields where not enough patents exist to create
revenue at the time the scenario reaches its peaks.
The other way would be minimum requirements for a patents age/value-combination,
which is here referred as the value threshold. It was already briefly discussed in
section 5.2.3 and it presents the minimum value for a patent to be kept in the
portfolio. The threshold value can be combined with the 3 (35) and from there
evaluate the conditions needed for new patents. The threshold functions of the
used scenarios are illustrated in Figure 19. These thresholds can also be used to
describe how sensitive the results are to the estimated probabilities to become es-
sential i.e. it shows the magnitude of needed value, which matters in discarding
the patents.
In Figure 19 are defined the thresholds that are needed for the patents to be kept.
In the low scenario all old patents need to be better than rating two to be kept.
All the trends grow slightly as the current age decreases, which is due to the fact
that they have less time to be valid during the estimated peek in the scenario. The
needed proportion thresholds also differ a bit from age to age depending when the
payments come due. Another peak in the figure comes from the patents with the
age of one, which can depend on the length of the last period to be paid. Therefore,
patents can not be discarded soon when the estimates start to decrease.
Figure 19 also shows that the probabilities of the first ratings affect the outcome
of the program, because they define the order of which patents are discarded first.
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Figure 19: Thresholds of requirements
The probabilities of the highest rated patents do not get affected as much from
the discarding algorithm because their probabilities are way much higher than the
needed thresholds. The number of highly rated patents still matters a bit in the
whole discarding process, because the algorithm counts the proportion for each
patent by dividing its value with the sum of all probability scores. The more there
exists patents with high ratings, the lower is the proportion of lower rated patents.
This is still quite a natural way of action, because due to the synergy effect in the
portfolio, lower rated patents mean more to those groups which contain in total
fewer patents or fewer highly rated patents.
6.3.3 Analysis of the Results
The discarded patents can be roughly grouped into two main groups. One consists
of the patents with low ratings while the other group consists of patents that are
so old that they actually expire before the growth of the scenario takes place. The
first group would be the natural choice to discard patents, only the number of
discarded patents would be a difficult choice for the decision maker. The program
can support that kind of decision making, because it shows the needed numbers
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of discarded patents for the different estimates. The second group with old and
highly rated patents are a bit more difficult to pick out manually from the patent
data, because it is quite difficult to estimate the coming revenues for the rest of the
life span of the patent.
The patents also contain risks, which should be taken into notice and needs for
profitability. The probabilities for patents for becoming an essential patent for
a standard can be too positive, which also can justify the keeping of the lower
rated patents. Only a fraction of the patents declared for a standard are essential
ones. The study of one patent family suggested that approximately 21 % of the
declared patents are actually essential (Goodman and Myers, 2005). Even though
the actual estimates support the keeping almost all the patents, there is still interest
to understand what and when some patents are supposed to be discarded for the
grounds of not being essential or valuable enough. That’s why the algorithm is
used for a bit of different scenarios. The linking to the shape of original scenario
is done by multiplying it with proportion of the total essential patents.
The algorithm can also be used to find out the different levels of estimated scenar-
ios so that they would support keeping the patents. This means that the discarding
strategy is tested with the program and then improved to provide the wanted re-
sults, which would help to estimate what kind of scenarios would be needed to
justify a certain discarding strategy.
There were almost no patents to be discarded in two of the scenarios. This result
could be critizised. One reason for it would be that the existing estimates have not
been linked with the patent costs this way before. It can be possible that all the
costs or uncertainties are still not included in the model. The program calculates
the profits created by each patent and then discounts it with the needed internal rate
of return. One option would be to additionally calculate the return on investment
created by each patent and organize the patents based on that measure.
The order of the discarded patents is defined with Table 3 (page 35). The thresh-
olds reflect the minimum needs for value for holding the patents. Changes in
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the values around the threshold values could change the final result radically.
Higher or much lower ratings would not be directly influenced from small changes
that much. The value differences are quite high between lowly and highly rated
patents, so the results are not very sensitive to the initial values defined in Table 3.
6.3.4 Evaluation of the Tool
The probabilities of patents development into essential patents are the biggest
approximations in current study. There is only little history data, so finding pat-
terns for supporting existing trends is difficult. Bayesian networks would provide
a mathematically more correct framework, but on the other hand the number of
needed probabilities is multiplex compared to the amount of currently estimated
probabilities. The other variables and concepts are more justifiable. Calculating
net present value is quite a common tool in investment science. Estimates on the
patents private value based on an expert opinion is also a good indicator, even
though it never can represent an absolute truth. Because of that, an improvement
for the reliance on the rating could be improved by describing the justification of
the rating into the patent data.
The main algorithm and the algorithm for finding the value thresholds are quite
easy to extend to other cases. Their main principles are very common, so that they
can be used in other contexts, even outside patent world.
6.4 Chapter Conclusions
This chapter was about implementing the actual guidelines and optimization into
practice. In the first sections the needed scenarios were created. In the last sub-
chapters the actual optimization took place. The analysis showed that there are
only a small proportion of patents needed to be discarded. This can be for instance
due to the active management of the portfolio or picking up a representative set
of patents for the optimization. Scenarios can be analyzed in many ways, but in
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this examination the interest was in creating a list of discarded patents. The list
could be bigger than the actual discarding, because the patents were futher ana-
lyzed before the actual decision of discarding. The algorithm also provided the
timing when each patent should be discarded in case it was discarded.
There were a number of assumptions behind the logic of the algorithm. Patents
were treated in the scenario thinking so that they needed to cover only the costs
created by the patent, and for instance the costs of management of risk premiums
were not included into the cost factors. On the other hand, only the direct value
or value expectation are taken into consideration, even though the portfolio might
be also valuable in other uses.
The results of the algorithm show that only few patents are needed to be discarded.
In practice there can be a need of discarding more patents, because the old low-
rating patents are not very profitable, because the actual growth in the scenario
happens in the last half of the periods. The results also indicate that it would
be wise to invest more into the patents of current technology groups, because all
patents are expired at the time where the income is expected to be the biggest.
Discarding patents is not exclusive of investing into patents, because the types of
patents are different; old patents expire quite soon and they do not have so much
probabilities to become essential whereas new patents consist of a totally different
group, which can have lots of potential.
7 Discussion
7.1 Discussion about the Model and Algorithm
7.1.1 Usefulness of the Algorithm
The algorithm does not tell anything of the actual purpose or use of the patent.
Hence, the selected group of discarded patents should be considered only as a
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proposal that should be studied more carefully in deciding which patents should
be removed. The selection of the most probable patents to be discarded helps the
decision maker’s work because it decreases the number of explored patents into a
fraction of the size of the original portfolio. The systematic approach gives also a
better overview on the whole portfolio.
The algorithm is quite versatile, since there exists a possibility to extend the algo-
rithm also to other purposes. The needs for the algorithm are the value scenario,
value function, cost function as well as a method for organizing the objects to be
optimized. Additionally, there can be specified a set that defines how the scenario
should be built which for this case are the linkages between business divisions
and technology groups. The algorithm can also be used with reversed purposes;
different scenarios can be tested to check what kinds of estimates are needed to
support the number of patents to be kept.
There exist still some deficiencies that should be mentioned. The synergies inside
the patent groups cannot be widely covered in this study. Also one might ques-
tion the division of patents based on their technology groups. In some cases the
connections between patents could be emphasized more or the groupings could
be made for instance based on the final usages. In reckognizing links between
patents, some studies also consider some sort of citation analysis (see e.g. Hall
et al., 2005). Unfortunately, including these kinds of connections into the pro-
gram would increase the complexity greatly and also the total approach would
need be considered carefully all over again.
7.1.2 Main Assumptions and Open Issues
Every model is a simplification of the real situation and has several basic assump-
tions behind it. The usefulness of the model can be estimated based on the right
depth in details. It is important that the essential details are outlined. Going to
very small details is not always necessary or even desirable, because they can
make it more difficult to understand the whole picture.
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There were also some limitations and problems with the current model. One of
the biggest questions was how the discarding or adding patents affected the pro-
portion of the essential patents of the company. It was assumed that the discarded
patents were originally so low rated that discarding them did not influence the
proportions between the companies, because the proportions were divided based
on the proportion of essential patents.
Another assumption was that the companies did not invest tremendously into their
portfolio of the similar type during the estimated scenario. This is not a very prac-
tical approach, because the empirical case showed that most patents are expired at
the end of the scenario. That would state that it is likely that at least some com-
panies invest more into the technology under study, because if most of the patents
expire before the scenario reaches its main peak the most revenues will be lost.
There are only two characteristics on which the optimization was based on. Both
these attributes are important, but one might still question the fact that the opti-
mization totally relies just on these two attributes. Individual attributes could be
changed because of a mischief of some sort, which would change the outcome
radically. It would be wise to have more attributes to support the selection pro-
cess. Fortunately, the potential patents to be discarded are studied more carefully
after the selection process, which makes that problem less severe. Still it would
be justified to include some reasoning behind the rating to help to check the patent
later on.
The examined system was assumed to be isolated from the rest of the world. The
amount of patents owned by different companies was expected to be quite stable.
There are no big investments, the ratings of the patents do not change and the
moves of the competitor’s do not influence the business scenarios and the division
of the income of a standard. The discarding of patents was expected not to influ-
ence much to the proportion of the standard owned by the company. This could
be argued reasonable, because the first patents to be discarded were with very low
potential of becoming essential patents, and the proportions between companies
was defined based on the ownership of essential patents in a standard.
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7.1.3 Extendibility of the Results
The main ideas and frameworks can be extended to other cases quite easily. To
extend the optimization principles to other patent portfolios, one needs to have
some sort of valuation scores for the patents as well as the scenarios for estimating
the income created by the patents.
Validity of the results could be improved with another set of data that could be
compared with the results of the primary group. Unfortunately, those kinds of
comparisons were not possible because there were no such data available to be
used in current study. There are still three alternative strategies, which can be
compared against each others. They were the results of the low, base and high
scenarios.
The model can be used in evaluating also other countries than US. In other coun-
tries the payments come on a yearly basis, but it does not affect the working of the
algorithm. The main issues can be used also with other patents, even though one
needs to consider, how the value is composed of. For instance the patents used in
differentiation can differ in value determinants. The main issues like the core of
the algorithm can be extended also to other contexts, like valuation of other types
of IPR. All that is needed for using the model are specified groupings of the object
in the portfolio, estimations for the groupings and an inner logic that defines how
the estimations are divided between the objects.
7.2 Discussion about the Study
7.2.1 Evaluation of the Study
Yin (1994) defines the criteria for the judging the quality the of a study as follows:
construct validity, internal validity, external validity, and reliability. For construct
validity operational measures should be used for the concepts being studied. For
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internal validity causal relationships should be established, whereby certain con-
ditions are shown to lead to other conditions as distinguished from spurious re-
lationships. External validity describes establishing a domain to which a study’s
findings can be generalized. Reliability demonstrates that the operations of a study
– such as the data collection procedures – can be repeated with the same results.
For constructing validity it is advised to use multiple sources of evidence, establish
a chain of evidence and have a key informants review the report (Yin, 1994). For
current study the literature has been explored extensively to provide correct infor-
mation, the different steps of the process have been explained and the intermediate
results have been discussed with industry experts. For internal validity this report
has been constructed in such a way that the causal relationships are easy to un-
derstand and justify. This also helps to repeat the current study if needed. The
extendibility of the results has been already discussed in the previous subsection.
Reliability describes the repeatability and consistency of the results (Uusitalo,
1997). In this study it means that when other factors stay the same, the pro-
gram should give also same kind of results. Also when the main principles are
maintained the tool should provide same kind of results. This has been tested
with the analysis of how the changing for instance the probabilities affects the
final solution. The reliability of the study can be improved by maintaining the
chain of evidence (Yin, 1994). This need was quite hard to accomplish, because
there was only little knowledge or actual data on the needed indicators so many
assumptions needed to be made. These assumptions were described in detail to
create understanding why the choices were made as they were which also helped
to create repeatability for the study.
Action research was a suitable approach because the iterative process was a very
efficient way for constructing new practices. In every stage of the research there
were so many directions in which the research could be continued. The intermedi-
ate results and discussions also helped to guide the development process through
the study. In action research the researcher has a big role during the process.
Therefore the researchers can intervene to the results of the study. To avoid the
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excessive influence the study discussed several times with other people and the
results have been documented as objectively as possible.
In the research the cooperation with the managers of the case company played a
high role. One might wonder what the incentives of the company are and how they
affect the outcome of the study. What comes to the incentives of the case company
there are no doubts that they have quite the same intentions because they benefit
from the understanding of how their large patent portfolio should be managed.
The initial portfolio affected highly to the actual optimization process, because it
defined the initial constraints. Still, the model is quite general and it could be used
in other cases.
7.2.2 Comparison to Other Studies
There were only two studies that could be found that are close to the studied
subject. Sohlman (2002) studied the economic value of patent portfolio. It comes
close because the purpose of this study is to maximize the value. In that study
she explored cases of two patent families. She used a simple scoring method
and evaluated additionally the added value of the explored cases. She divided
the managing process into three levels: product level, patent family level and
patent level while assessing the value of the patent groups. The other study is
made by (Lin et al., 2006), who investigated how the composition and diversity
of the portfolio can create synergy, and, thus contribute to the firm performance.
They developed a two-level measure to describe diversity and thereafter compared
different portfolios against each other. In this study the decision making was
divided into three levels, but these levels were different, containing the scenario
estimates for business groups, dividing them into technology groups and further
on to individual patents. The studies also differ because this study was about
managing a large patent portfolio while Sohlman explored and analyzed only two
patent families.
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Breitzman and Mogee (2002) wrote about the different applications of patent anal-
ysis. They introduced different frameworks and metrics that can be used for
analysing patents for different purposes, but they did not explore the presented
tools in practice so it is difficult to compare it with current study.
Patent selection problems could be compared with project selection problems.
Archer and Ghasemzadeh (1999) define the project portfolio selection problem
as a periodic activity, where a portfolio is selected from the proposal and ex-
isting projects so that they fit to existing objectives without exceeding available
resources and violating other constraints. Almost same applies also to patents so
patent selection problems could be compared to the studies of project selection
studies. There are for instance the studies of Archer and Ghasemzadeh (1999),
Ghasemzadeh and Archer (2000), and Liberatore and Titus (1983), just to name
a few. Their emphasis was in presenting different frameworks and guidelines that
simplify the selection of projects in a project portfolio. The pieces of advice were
verbal so translating them into an actual tool would have almost impossible. Also
several key characteristics differ in managing patents instead of projects, so com-
paring the studies with each other is difficult due to the lacking connective factors.
Liesiö et al. (2007b) and Doerner et al. (2004) had a more mathematical approach
to the subject and presented ways to optimize the final selection. These kinds of
approaches were more interesting even though the presented tools were a bit too
sophisticated for current needs. Their approach was more centered to the math-
ematical approach and reasoning than this study. The approach of current study
was a bit more difficult to justify and analyse, because there were no existing re-
sults of the studies of the same sort and there were not so many different options or
cases to try out. Compared to the mathematical project management approaches,
this study was a bit more extensive, because it presented both the managing in the
conceptual level as well as building the systematics for supporting the decisions
of management.
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7.3 Chapter Conclusions
This chapter included the evaluation of current study and its results. The created
framework and model were considered to be useful and closely related to the
practice. The model and the algorithm were expressed as quite general, which
helps to extend them to the rest of the portfolio, other patent portfolios and even
other types of IPR. All that is needed are specified groupings, estimations for the
groupings and an inner logic that defines how the estimations are divided between
the objects.
The different aspects on validity were discussed in the view of current research.
The literature has been explored extensively to provide correct information, the
different steps of the process have been explained and this thesis has been con-
structed carefully to improve the validity of the study. The repeatability of the
results was already covered in the analysis of the results section in the previous
chapter.
Current study was also compared with some other studies of the same field. It
was stated that the comparisons to other studies were quite difficult, because there
were not so many studies with the same approach than this one.
8 Summary and Conclusions
8.1 Summary
8.1.1 Summary of the Concluded Work
The main objective for current study was to systemize the process of adding and
discarding patents. The main emphasis was in the selection process for the patents
to be removed in a large patent portfolio. The study also concentrated into US
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patents used for standardization purposes. The study was conducted as a con-
structive action research, where the main guidelines and processes were produced
and evaluated iteratively and the intermediate results were discussed with industry
experts. The theoretical part of the study concentrated on the patent management
literature as well as the mathematical background for creating the actual tool. The
empirical part was made up of trying to fit the created guidelines and optimization
tool into actual practice with an existing patent portfolio.
The first part of the study and this report was about understanding the main char-
acteristics and trends behind the management process. The main interest was to
map the essential parameters for the optimization process and understand their re-
ciprocal relations. It was also important to reflect the world behind the decisions.
The theoretical background was combined with the practise when the actual port-
folio was represented. The patent management part and the information on the
existing portfolio were then used in the evaluation of different mathematical tools
to be used in the actual optimization program. The same chapter additionally
introduced also the backgrounds for the tool to be developed.
After the evaluation process of different mathematical methods, the study pre-
sented a model for optimizing the patent portfolio. The model included an opti-
mization algorithm, which picks out patents to be selected for further evaluation
in the discarding process. The algorithm also helps to picture how the existing
portfolio can answer to the future scenarios, which helps to estimate the needs for
new investments. Finally, the created model and the concluded study were dis-
cussed and evaluated. The answers to the research questions are discussed in the
next section.
8.1.2 Answers to the Research Questions
Systematic management of a large patent portfolio The intention of this study
was to systemize the adding and discarding patents of a patent portfolio. The
main model was presented in Chapter 5 and it included also an algorithm that
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can be used for the actual optimization. The main research problem can also be
divided into three sub questions, and the approach is covered more in detail in the
following sections.
The main characteristics in the management of a large patent portfolio
The main characteristics in the management of a large patent portfolio were ex-
plored in chapters two and three. They were constructed from the scientific litera-
ture and discussions with experts. The value of the patent grows exponentially so
that few patents are very valuable while the most patents are almost worth noth-
ing. In overall, it is beneficial to manage patents in large portfolios, because there
exists quite many uncertainties in the validity of a patent and that uncertainty is
decreased by having more patents of the same type. The patent portfolio brings a
company more freedom to operate, licensing and cross-licensing opportunities, as
well as influence in business environment. Most decisions concerned with patents
are exclusive; a patent attached to a standard cannot be used for differentiation or
the other way round. The chapter three presented a framework (Figure 15, page
40) which introduced the different factors affecting the decisions about the overall
patent portfolio. Chapter 5 presented the main principles for organizing patents
on based of which it is possible to define a strategy which defined which patents
should be discarded and what the time span of the discarding process was.
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The systematics for adding or discarding patents in the portfolio
The principles of defining how patents should be added or discarded were ex-
plored in chapter four and five. Chapter four concentrated on the mathematical
side; the tools that can be used in the actual optimization process. In chapter five
the tools were built together and the main model and algorithm was represented.
Section 5.1 presents the main guidelines of the optimization process and Section
5.2 presents the actual algorithm in pseudocode.
The selection process for discarding patents was quite thoroughly in the Chapters
3-6. The visualization of both discarding strategy and estimations help to detect
the needs for investing in new patents. Sections 5.2.3 and 6.3 presented also a
score which helps to estimate the requirements for new patents. What comes to
the adding of new patents into the portfolio, the scores that represents the lowest
value possible for maintaining patents help to create an overview. A really low
score is a good indicator that it would be wise to invest more to that group of
patents.
How did the approach work in practice?
The applicability of the defined principles and algorithms were tested in Chapter
6. The approach worked quite well in practice. The algorithm could produce a list
of patents that could be examined more in detail for making decisions about dis-
carding them. The program also produced limits which helped to define what kind
of conditions for patents are needed to cover their costs. There were also some
limitations and problems with the current model. One of the biggest questions
was how the discarding or adding patents affected the proportion of the essential
patents of the company. It was assumed that the discarded patents were originally
so low rated that discarding them did not affect the proportions between the com-
panies. Another assumption was that the companies did not invest much to the
studied portfolio during the estimated scenario. This is a more difficult problem
to handle, because the practical case showed that most patents are expired at the
end of the scenario. If most of the patents are expired before the scenario reaches
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its main peak it is quite logical to invest more money to new patents of the same
kind.
8.2 Main Findings
8.2.1 Contribution to Existing Knowledge
Patent portfolio optimization has not been discussed widely in scientific literature.
It is the gap in the existing knowledge where current study tries to provide some
answers. This study described one set of principles for managing a large patent
portfolio, which is already valuable itself. The approach can be of course further
discussed. Current study also provided a framework that defined the main deter-
minants for the making decisions about the keeping or discarding patents from a
portfolio.
Important finding is the approach of how patents could be conceptually managed
and not the actual program code. The optimizing program is just a prototype: it is
created for testing the basic ideas in practise rather than being an actual program
that could be used for decision making purposes. This characteristics can be seen
for instance the interface of the program, which is not designed for continuous use.
As the whole, ideas presented in the code can be used when making a working
program.
The main optimization algorithm is a modification of the Greedy algorithm, which
is one of the basic algorithms in computer science. This study has brought the
algorithm a new purpose of use in the management of intellectual property. The
core of the algorithm is built as in a way that it can be easily extended to be
used also in other cases if they contain groupings, estimations for groupings and
an inner logic based on which the estimates can be divided down to individual
objects.
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8.2.2 Implications to Managerial Practices
This study presented a framework for managing large patent portfolios which
helps to clarify the main systematics in the management of a large patent port-
folio. The framework and guidelines help to concentrate on the most relevant
issues in the management process. The study also presented an actual algorithm
that can be used for selection of discarded patents from the portfolio. It does not
make the choices for the decision maker, but it can decrease the number of patents
to be explored. This can help the evaluation process of the decision maker in prac-
tise. Additionally, it is much easier to get an overview of the portfolio and make
the discarding decisions based on it. The program can also help to recognize the
need of new investments in a specific scenario. These improvements can help the
management process in practise.
This study constructed guidelines for managing the adding and discarding pro-
cesses of the portfolio. These were quite specific and closely related to the prac-
tice. The main principles were tested with the optimization of a part of the patent
portfolio, and it seemed to work fine. It would not take much more effort to try to
optimize also the rest of the portfolio with the algorithm.
8.3 Recommendations
What comes to the existing portfolio, there are some propositions for developing
the existing data. It was difficult to estimate the development of the patent during
time, because there was not much historical information on the subject. Addition-
ally, it was difficult to see the reasoning behind the different ratings of the patent.
Therefore it would be advisable to collect historic data and add justifications for
the rating of the patent. Historical data would help to find existing trends and ex-
plore the development of the portfolio afterwards. Historical information cannot
give the exact pattern how new patents develop for certain, but they give informa-
tion on how they can develop, which can be used to get more knowledge on the
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existing patent portfolio. Reasoning for the patent rating would help to return to
the patent later on and evaluate its usefulness more quickly. The changes to the
ratings would also be more understandable that way.
The optimization algorithm presented a set of patents that could be discarded.
These patents could be studied further on for making the final decision about
keeping or discarding the patents. The scenarios also showed that there are only
few patents left at the time when the revenue is expected to be the highest. Hence,
it would be recommendable to study the possibilities to invest more to the patents
of the studied group.
Systematization of the patent managing process can be helpful for decision sup-
port. The tool produced in this study was only a prototype, which was used to
test different approaches and practises. It cannot be directly used by managers
facing the issues of discarding patents or adding patents to the portfolio. The con-
struction of an actual program could be useful for the practice, because it would
simplify the evaluation process of the patents and it would also be easier to create
an overview on the studied portfolio.
8.4 Topics for Further Study
In this study the synergy effects were covered only briefly. It would be interesting
to study a portfolio in which the synergy effects of the patents play a bigger role
than in this study. That is because the synergy effect actually creates limitations
and constraints for the optimization process. It would also be interesting to test
the algorithm with a bigger set of data with different estimations. Also the dif-
ferent discarding and adding strategies of existing players could be studied more
in detail. For instance the effects of the competitors choices affect the optimal
discarding study would be an interesting field for a new study.
The reasons for adding patents into the portfolio have not been studied much so
a deeper analysis about adding patents so that they fit the existing patent strate-
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gies could be useful. Competitive environment is important factor in the patent
management. Strategy games in which there are several players with own patent
portfolios and expectations would help to indicate the optimal patent strategy for
a more holistic view on the subject.
The examined system was assumed to be isolated from the rest of the world and
the development of the patents was supposed to be quite stable. There are no big
investments, the ratings of the patents do not change and the moves of the com-
petitor’s do not affect the business scenarios and the division of the income of a
standard. These are all factors that could be studied more in details to understand
the underlying phenomenon better. The development of one patent affects highly
to the development of the whole portfolio, big investments can affect the royalty
division between the companies and the moves of competitors also can have a
big influence on the optimal discarding and adding strategy. Studying these fac-
tors would provide understanding on how sensitive the given results are from the
conditions in the competitive environment.
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A Appendix: Parts Of Program Code
The most important methods are listed below. First is the main optimization
method and after that is the method that divides the proportions of scenario to
individual patents.
/**
* Optimizes the portfolio
* @param scenario scenario values for periods in table form
* @param patents patent table
* @param proportion is the proportion of essential patents owned by the company
*/
public double optimize(double[] scenario, Patent [] patents, double proportion){
int [] keptPatents = new int[scenario.length];
double [] patentValues = calculateValues(patents);
double [][] patentProportions = countProportions(patentValues, proportion);
ArrayList<Integer> discardedIndeces = new ArrayList<Integer>();
ArrayList<Patent> discardedPatents = new ArrayList<Patent>();
ArrayList<Integer> discardedPeriods = new ArrayList<Integer>();
int period;
ArrayList<Double> prevCosts;
//counting the period where each patent expires
int [] discardedPeriod = countAging(patentTable, scenario.length);
double patValue;
double patCosts;
double patTotalValue;
double portfolioValue =0;
int per;
for(int pat = patentTable.length-1; pat >= 0; pat--){
period = discardedPeriod[pat];
patValue = 0;
patTotalValue = 0;
while(period >= 0){
prevCosts = previousCosts(patentTable[pat].getAge(), period);
for(per = period-(int)prevCosts.get(2).doubleValue(); per <= prevCosts.get(3).doubleValue();per++){
patValue += (patentProportions[per][pat]*(period+1)*scenario[per])/Math.pow(1.15, per);
}
patCosts = prevCosts.get(1).doubleValue()/Math.pow(1.15,period-(int)prevCosts.get(2).doubleValue());
patTotalValue += patValue - patCosts;
if(patValue < patCosts) {//discard patent?
if(patTotalValue < 0){//patent to be discarded in current period
patTotalValue = 0;
discardedPeriod[pat] = period-(int)prevCosts.get(2).doubleValue();
//discard patents
discardedPatents.add(patentTable[pat]);
discardedPeriods.add(discardedPeriod[pat]);
discardedIndeces.add(pat);
}
}
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//change to next period
period -= (int)prevCosts.get(2).doubleValue()+1;
}
portfolioValue += patTotalValue;
}
//discarded patents now listet in discPat-table and periods in discardedPeriods
return portfolioValue;
}
Patent proportion calculations
/**
* @param patentValues the values in patent table from the initial age/rating table
* @param proportion the proportion of essential patents
*/
public double[][] countProportions(double [] patentValues, double proportion){
double[][] proportions = new double[15][patentValues.length];
double[] totalValues = countTotalValues(patentValues);
for(int period = 0; period < 10;period++)
for(int i = 0; i < proportions[0].length; i++){
proportions[period][i] = patentValues[i]*proportion*(period+1)/totalValues[period];
}
//the end of the 10 years the probability to develop into essential
//does not evolve anymore
for(int period = 10; period < proportions.length;period++){
for(int i = 0; i < proportions[0].length;i++){
proportions[period][i] = proportions[9][i];
}
}
return proportions;
}
